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“Paints a picture of a German cuisine that most of us had no idea existed: vibrant salads, light
fish dishes, addictive vegetable sides . . .” —EpicuriousOne of The Washington Post’s “10 Best
Cookbooks of 2015”Bright flavors. Fresh and healthful. These are not words we typically
associate with German cuisine. But this beautifully packaged cookbook is not quite traditional.
Featuring 100 recipes for familiar food re-envisioned to reflect the way we eat now, New German
Cooking celebrates fresh vegetables, grains, herbs, and spices as obsessively as it does pork,
pretzels, and beer. Chefs Jeremy and Jessica Nolen share recipes from their family table,
inspired by their travels in Germany. Slow-braised meats, homemade pickles and preserves,
hand-cut noodles, and vegetables every which way—the recipes in New German Cooking are
entirely true to their roots, yet utterly unique. More than 40 full-color photographs and creative
recipes for every meal occasion will satisfy food lovers far and wide.“New German Cooking ain’t
yer oma’s cookbook. It’s better. With imagination and finesse, Jeremy and Jessica Nolen update
classics and lighten, brighten, and most of all modernize German cooking, that most
misunderstood of cuisines.” —Hank Shaw, James Beard Award–winning author “This inspiring
read includes a mouthwatering combination of the familiar (Bavarian pretzels, beer cheese soup,
bratwurst, and apple strudel) with modern riffs such as green asparagus and aged-gouda dip;
roasted parsnip salad with hazelnuts and blue cheese; and a simple chicken braised in riesling
with onion, leeks, garlic, and green grapes . . . [a] terrific update on an often-overlooked cuisine.”
—Publishers Weekly

About the AuthorDr. David Baker worked with NASA on the Gemini, Apollo and Shuttle
programmes between 1965 and 1990. He has written more than 100 books on space flight,
aviation and military technology. In October 2017 he received the American Astronautical
Society's Frederick I. Ordway III award "for a sustained excellence in space coverage, through
books, articles, as well as engagement in the early US space program." Dr. Baker is the author
of the Haynes NASA Space Shuttle Manual, International Space Station Manual, NASA Mars
Rovers Manual, Apollo 13 Manual, Soyuz Manual, Rocket Manual and Hubble Space Telescope
Manual. David is currently the Editor of Spaceflight, the monthly space news magazine of the
British Interplanetary Society, of which he is a Fellow, and he lives in East Sussex.
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SCHNITZEL, SAUERKRAUT.ASK MOST PEOPLE what comes to mind when they hear the
phrase German food and the response is likely to be those three dishes, quickly followed by
such adjectives as heavy, fatty, and meat obsessed. Germany is thought of as a nation of
mirthful drinkers, their food nothing more than the fuel that soaks up the beer. In other words, the
German kitchen is regarded as hearty and serviceable but certainly not great.Here in the United
States, German cuisine is never discussed with the same reverence accorded the tables of
France, Italy, and Spain. This is, of course, nonsense. For far too long, German cooking has
been underrated outside of its national boundaries, and this book aims to change that. New
German Cooking celebrates the flavor, freshness, variety, and seasonality of German
cuisine.The earliest German immigrants to the United States, who began arriving in the late
1600s from the west-central region known today as the Rhineland-Palatine, established
themselves as farmers in the Midwest and the Mid-Atlantic. By the mid-nineteenth century, the
period that saw the heaviest influx of German immigrants up to that point, major cities like New
York, Philadelphia, and Saint Louis had developed thriving German populations of their
own.During this period, many of the German restaurants opened by immigrants in metropolitan
areas, such as Boston’s Jacob Wirth or The Berghoff in Chicago (both still in business), built
their menus around food native to the mountains of Bavaria. Over time, dishes like pretzels,
Weisswurst, potato salad, and sauerbraten grew to define German food in America, even though
they represented only a fraction of the tradition. Bavarian social culture, with its oompah bands
and giant beer steins, became synonymous with German culture, as well.Just like France, Italy,
or Spain, Germany is a country of regional cuisines representing a staggering diversity of
dishes, styles, and ingredients. In the north, along the border with Denmark, seafood pulled from
the Baltic Sea and the North Atlantic dominates cutting boards. French influences creep into the
cooking around the Black Forest area, bordered on the west by Alsace-Lorraine. The west-
central region of Westphalia is widely known for the acorn-fed hogs used for making the area’s
famous juniper-cured hams, a centuries-old practice that yields a product reminiscent of the
jamón ibérico of Spain. To the east, where Germany borders the Czech Republic and Poland,
Slavic influences like dumplings and stuffed cabbage define everyday cooking. Even major cities
like Munich and Frankfurt have dining traditions that are underexposed outside the country’s
borders.Germany’s culinary wealth, bolstered by a strong agricultural backbone, seasonal
appeal, and methods that span generations, suggest that it’s a nation ripe for international
recognition—and it is starting to roll in. As of 2012, the country features the third highest number
of Michelin-starred restaurants on the planet, after France and Italy. But the cuisine continues to
struggle to find a foothold in America, which has never been known for high-quality German
restaurants and chefs. How can we start to truly appreciate German food in the United States?



The answer to that begins with Jeremy’s story.FROM READING TO PHILADELPHIAJeremy’s
unconventional journey into German cookingI was born in California, but my family relocated
near to Reading, Pennsylvania, when I was four years old. If I had stayed on the West Coast, I
could very well have ended up handling more serrano chiles than spaetzle. But growing up in the
heart of Pennsylvania Dutch country established my fascination with German food early. My
father, Ron, has been a chef all my life, and some of my best childhood memories include
visiting the butchers at Reading’s Fairgrounds Farmers Market every Saturday to purchase
sausages and liverwurst for weekend family dinners.Germans first came to Pennsylvania in
1683, making it home to the longest-established German American population in the country.
For both recent immigrants and those looking to stay in touch with their German heritage, my
hometown features two private organizations, the Reading Liederkranz and the Evergreen
Country Club. Both sponsor fund-raisers, dance lessons, and soccer leagues and take food and
drink very seriously, hosting an elaborate annual Oktoberfest. (The Liederkranz’s Oktoberfest,
which draws thousands of revelers every year over its four-day run, is the oldest celebration of its
kind in the state.) When I was a teenager, my father took a weekend consultancy at the
Evergreen, in addition to his regular chef job, and he brought me in to help him out. Our cooking
eventually caught the attention of the Liederkranz folks, and they lured me away from the
Evergreen—and away from my dad—to run their restaurant.It was at the Liederkranz that I really
began to learn about German food, absorbing everything I could from the team of elderly
German cooks looking to cede control of the kitchen to a younger generation. It began with the
basics, like German potato salad: simply potatoes boiled in their skins, plus onions, vinegar, and
parsley, served at room temperature. No mayo and definitely no bacon, even though much of
America seems to think you need those things to make the salad German. Satisfied with my
sauerbraten and Rouladen, I eventually gained the confidence to begin experimenting. I would
go to the farmers’ market and buy the produce and meats that looked best, using them to create
nontraditional dishes that were German in spirit. Duck and fish, neither of which have much of a
place in German American cooking, began showing up on my menu. More unfamiliar techniques
and ingredients I’d studied on my own found their way onto my everyday prep lists,
too.Eventually I left Liederkranz and worked in a variety of different restaurant kitchens before
finally landing in Philadelphia in 2006, where I continued to find restaurant work. None of the
kitchens was German, but I found ways to sneak my version of German dishes onto specials
boards. It was at Coquette, a neighborhood French bistro where I served as head chef, that
people began to notice my German-inspired dishes on the menu. (This is also where I met my
wife, Jessica, who is in charge of all things sweet in the world of new German cooking.) A
regular customer who liked my Alsatian-inspired plates introduced me to Doug and Kelly Hager,
who opened Brauhaus Schmitz, with me in the kitchen, in 2009.A REAL GERMAN
BIERHALLELocated on Philadelphia’s historic South Street, Brauhaus Schmitz is a true German
beer hall, complete with perky servers decked out in traditional garb and the best teams of
Bundesliga, Germany’s premier soccer league, battling their way to victory across flat-screen



TVs in the dining room. The draft lines of the two bars, in the lively dual-level front room and in
the adjoining Brauer Bund (Brewer’s Guild), are regularly connected to kegs that are either
scarce or unavailable in the rest of the country. (Doug believes it is the finest German draft
selection in the United States.) Both the staff and the crowds love to have fun—we are stocked
with plenty of Bierstiefeln, giant boot-shaped beer steins, and a shot ski for group schnapps
sessions—but we’ve worked hard over the years to make sure our guests know us as more than
just a party place. Toward that end, a sizable portion of the menu consists of familiar German
American classics executed at a high level.Early on, once we had nailed down all of the tried-
and-true standards—sauerbraten, Jägerschnitzel, Nuremberg-style bratwurst doled out by the
meter—we decided that Wednesday, a.k.a. Fun Day, would be the day we created new dishes.
Perhaps we would focus on a homemade sausage for a special Schlachtplatte (a traditional
plate of mixed meats and sausages), such as a precise combination of duck and pork meat and
fat blended with a pungent smoked barley malt acquired from Aecht Schlenkerla, Germany’s
premier brewer of Rauchbier (smoked beer). Or we might experiment with cold smoking duck
breasts cured in black pepper, juniper, and bay leaves for a new take on Westphalian ham. One
day, we pounded sweetbreads, fried them to resemble schnitzel, and then dressed them up neo-
Holsteiner style, with a caper-anchovy-egg sauce. On another Wednesday, we married a flat-
iron pork steak, a cut not served anywhere in Germany, to smoked potatoes, a hearty corn-
parsnip-leek hash, and a pretty parsley purée. To surprise diners who believe that German food
is all about meat, we stuffed the traditionally meat-filled pasta known as Maultaschen with a
spinach-and-potato mixture and topped it with an elegant chanterelle sauce and crumbled goat
cheese.Jessica, in her very important role as Brauhaus Schmitz’s pastry chef and head baker,
has embraced the new German approach, too, mixing in reimagined cookies, cakes, and
desserts with her more traditional workload of breads and pastries. This spirit of
experimentation, coupled with a respect for and fascination with all aspects of German cuisine
that are underexposed in America, is at the heart of new German cooking.ABOUT THE
RECIPESAs chefs, we are proud of what we have accomplished at Brauhaus Schmitz, but it is
important to point out that this book is not a collection of restaurant-style recipes. The dishes,
both sweet and savory, you will find here are designed to be prepared by home cooks and
served family-style.The recipes do vary in level of difficulty, however. Some processes, such as
sausage making, sauerkraut fermentation, and meat smoking, call for a heightened attention to
detail and greater familiarity with less-common techniques. Others, like our Grilled Marinated
Chicken with Paprika (page 98), Spicy Marinated Pork Skewers with Peppers, Onions, and
Zucchini (page 132), and Grilled Salmon with Horseradish and Pickled Beet Sauce (page 87),
are easy-to-prepare fare for a weeknight dinner. Some dishes, like Hasenpfeffer (see page 140)
and Christmas goose (see page 105), are beloved classics, while others, like Foie Gras
Liverwurst (page 112) and Truffled Hazelnut and Potato Soup (page 73), are more imaginative
by design, a reflection of our Fun Day explorations. Regardless of which recipes you choose, our
aim is to provide you with big, boldly seasoned, inspiring, honest dishes that we hope you’ll be



proud to serve to your family and friends.In many ways, our entire cooking careers to this point
have led us to this book, which we have been thrilled to put together. The many hours we have
spent recipe testing, researching, and traveling have been an investment in a simple goal:
exposing as many people as possible to the state of modern German cuisine, which is so much
more diverse than most observers realize. For us, the key word is balance, whether we are
discussing ingredients, execution, or the vital role that the past plays in the present.But some
traditions never change regardless of what the calendar says. Whether we are placing a
spotlight on lesser-known aspects of German cuisine unfamiliar to the American palate,
introducing our own ideas, or marrying these two approaches, our take on new German cooking
is at its best when it is shared. 1 BREADS & SPREADSBROTZEITBROTZEIT LITERALLY
MEANS “BREAD TIME,” but there’s much more to this German tradition than a few buddies
splitting a loaf of pumpernickel. Similar in spirit to tapas in Spain, antipasti in Italy, or even
afternoon tea in England, Brotzeit describes the array of hot and cold spreads, cheeses, meats,
open-face sandwiches, and other snacks served for a party or a casual get-together.Pay a social
visit to a German home and it’s likely a Brotzeit spread will appear right after you say your hellos,
especially if you arrive in the afternoon lull between lunch and dinner. It’s typically simple. For
example, at a friend’s guesthouse in Bavaria, we were greeted with bread, butter, cheese, a few
different types of salami, and a ramekin of Griebenschmalz, a buttery spread of pork fat mixed
with crunchy cracklings. When we stopped by the Ayinger Brewery near Munich, owner Franz
Inselkammer treated us to boards of pretzels, rye, cured meats, and pickles, accompanied, of
course, with beer.When Jeremy was growing up, his parents would put together their own
Brotzeit spreads for company, whether it was a small gathering of family members or a spirited
New Year’s Eve party. This chapter mixes German entertaining traditions with what Jeremy
recalls from those early days. The dishes are easy to prepare and easy to eat, which keeps the
focus where it should be: on friends and family.BAVARIAN PRETZELSLAUGENBREZELOUR
AT-HOME QUEST to make the perfect Bavarian Laugenbrezel, or soft pretzel, which took place
long before Brauhaus Schmitz opened, stretched out over the course of a year. Every Sunday,
we would experiment with different recipes, never quite nailing the unmistakable balance—
crusty outside, soft inside, both sweet and salty—that we desired. Finally, after dozens of stutter
starts, we nailed it. Combining bread flour and all-purpose flour helped achieve the correct
texture, while a traditional lye dip (wear gloves and don’t worry, as it won’t be like when Tyler
burned Jack’s hands with the stuff in Fight Club), helped with that elusive pretzel chew. We love
them at t2e restaurant, and it seems others agree—in 2010, this pretzel won Best of Philly in
Philadelphia magazine, and we serve about fifteen thousand of them a year.You can shape
these pretzels in a variety of ways, such as long sticks, rolls, or the traditional crossed-armed, or
symmetrical looped form, which is described here. Serve the pretzels plain or with butter, whole-
grain mustard, cheeses, and/or cold meats, and, of course, with a good lager.INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 4 TO 6 PRETZELS)235 g room-temperature water5 g sugar35 g unsalted butter55 g
buttermilk30 g fresh yeast130 g bread flour430 g all-purpose flour, plus more for dusting5 g



kosher saltNonstick cooking spray for preparing the panLYE DIP15 g food-grade lye2 cups/480
ml cold waterEverything Pretzel Topping (recipe follows; optional)Kosher salt (optional)1. In a
stand mixer fitted with the dough hook, combine the room-temperature water, sugar, butter, and
buttermilk, then crumble in the yeast. Mix on low speed until the yeast has dissolved. The butter
will still be chunky. Add the bread flour and all-purpose flour and continue to mix on low speed
until the dough starts to come together in a shaggy mass, about 1 minute. Add the salt, increase
the mixer speed to medium, and knead the dough until it looks dense and is moist and smooth,
5 to 7 minutes.2. Cut the dough into four to six equal portions. Lightly dust a work surface with all-
purpose flour and put one portion of the dough on the floured surface. Using your palms in a
back-and-forth motion, roll the dough into a rope about 24 in/61 cm long and 3/4 in/2 cm thick.
Keeping the center of the rope on the work surface, pick up one end with each hand and cross
one end over the other to form a loose loop, then twist the ends around each other once. Now,
fold the twisted ends over the opposite end of the loop, then attach one end to each side of the
loop. If desired, using the tip of a paring knife, make a slash about 2 in/5 cm long and 1/2 in/12
mm deep along the bottom edge of the pretzel, to give it an authentic look. Repeat with the
remaining dough portions.3. Preheat the oven to 375°F/190°C. Line a large sheet pan with
parchment paper and coat the paper with nonstick cooking spray.4. To make the lye dip, in a
medium bowl, combine the lye and cold water and stir to dissolve the lye.5. One at a time, fully
submerge the pretzels in the lye solution, then transfer them to the prepared sheet pan. Let the
pretzels rise until they are almost doubled in volume, 10 to 15 minutes.6. Sprinkle the pretzels
generously with topping (if using); otherwise sprinkle with salt. Bake the pretzels, rotating the
pan back to front at the halfway point to ensure even baking, until the tops are evenly dark
golden brown, 10 to 15 minutes. Let the pretzels cool on the pan for at least 10 minutes before
serving. The pretzels taste best the day they are baked. Any leftovers can be saved for making
croutons.NOTE: We weigh all of the ingredients in this recipe in grams (except for the water for
the lye dip), due to the precision necessary in baking. For the best results, use a digital
scale.EVERYTHING PRETZEL TOPPINGINGREDIENTS (MAKES ENOUGH FOR 4 TO 6
PRETZELS)1 tbsp dried onion flakes1 tbsp dried garlic flakes (not granulated or powder)1/2 tsp
anise seed1 tsp dill seeds1/2 tsp black pepper1 tbsp poppy seeds1 tbsp sesame seeds1 tbsp
coarse saltIn a spice grinder, combine the onion flakes, garlic flakes, anise seed, dill seeds, and
pepper and pulse until coarsely ground. Pour into a small bowl and stir in the poppy seeds,
sesame seeds, and salt.SOURDOUGH BARLEY BREADWITH SAGE
TOPPINGGERSTENBROTTHE IDEA BEHIND THIS RECIPE was to produce something both
nostalgic and slightly unfamiliar—in other words, something truly new German in approach.
Grains, seeds, and nuts are used in many everyday German breads, which is why barley, given
its essential role in brewing, seemed like a logical inclusion. Before baking, we slather these
hand-formed loaves with a paste of sage, salt, and olive oil, which bakes into a thick crust—
that’s the “unfamiliar” part. Be gentle with the dough; it is folded, never truly kneaded. Its hearty
characteristics can contribute to a dense final product if overworked.You will need a sourdough



starter to make this bread. If you don’t have one on hand, use the White Sourdough Starter
(which, despite the name, is actually a preferment, rather than a starter) on page 24 or purchase
or otherwise acquire a starter of your own. This bread itself is extremely versatile. It can be
served with any of the dishes in this chapter or used for toast or sandwiches.INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 2 MEDIUM-SIZE LOAVES)SPONGE90 g medium rye flour15 g active dry yeast1 g
kosher salt120 g warm water (100°F/38°C)200 g pearl barley655 g water225 g sourdough
starter15 g fresh yeast20 g sugar20 g kosher saltNonstick cooking spray for preparing the
panTOPPING1/2 cup/120 ml olive oil1 tbsp kosher salt2 tbsp finely chopped fresh sage leaves1
cup/240 ml water1. To make the sponge, in a medium bowl, combine the rye flour, active dry
yeast, salt, and warm water and stir until the flour is evenly moistened. Cover loosely with a
kitchen towel and let stand in a warm place for 2 hours.2. Preheat the oven to 375°F/190°C.3.
Spread the barley on a rimmed sheet pan and toast in the oven until golden brown, about 15
minutes. Transfer the barley to a medium saucepan, add 470 g of the water, cover, and bring to a
boil over high heat. Lower the heat to a simmer and cook until almost all of the water is
absorbed, about 30 minutes. Pour the cooked barley onto a sheet pan and let cool completely.4.
In a large bowl, combine the sponge, sourdough starter, cooked barley, the remaining 185 g
water, the fresh yeast, sugar, and salt and mix with a wooden spoon until a soft ball of dough
forms. Cover the bowl with plastic wrap and let the dough rest in a warm area (about 80°F/27°C)
for 11/2 hours. Every 30 minutes, “fold” the dough once: stretch the four corners out and then
rejoin them in the middle.5. Coat a half sheet pan with cooking spray. Remove the dough from
the bowl, divide it in half, and shape each half into a round loaf. Place the loaves on the prepared
sheet pan, spacing them at least 4 in/10 cm apart, cover loosely with a clean kitchen towel, and
refrigerate overnight.6. The next day, place a metal container, such as a baking pan, on the lower
rack in the oven and preheat the oven to 450°F/230°C.7. To make the topping, in a small bowl,
stir together the olive oil, salt, and sage, mixing well.8. Divide the sage mixture in half and
spread evenly over the top of each loaf. Place the sheet pan with the loaves on the middle rack
of the oven, pour the 1 cup/240 ml water into the preheated container on the lower rack, and
quickly close the oven door. Bake for 15 minutes, then lower the heat to 400°F/200°C and
continue to bake until the loaves are dark golden brown and emit a hollow sound when tapped
on the bottom, about 10 minutes longer.9. Transfer the loaves to a wire rack and let cool for at
least 1 hour before serving. Wrap any leftover bread in plastic wrap and store at room
temperature for up to 3 days.NOTE: We weigh all of the ingredients in this recipe in grams
(except the topping ingredients and the water for baking), due to the precision necessary in
baking. For the best results, use a digital scale.WHITE SOURDOUGH STARTERTHIS RECIPE
is more of a simple preferment, ready in one or two days, than a starter, which is traditionally
made by alternately discarding a portion of the water-flour mixture and feeding it with more water
and flour over the course of several days. You will end up with more than you need for the barley
bread on page 22 and just the amount you need for the flaxseed bread on the facing page. Any
excess can be discarded.INGREDIENTS (MAKES ABOUT 540 G)2 cups/480 ml water2



cups/280 g bread flourIn a glass bowl or other nonreactive container, stir together the water and
flour until well mixed. Cover loosely with a clean kitchen towel and let stand at warm room
temperature for 24 hours. At this point, check the mixture to see if bubbles have begun to form. If
they have, and the mixture smells sour, it is ready to use. If it does not smell sour, leave it out at
room temperature for another 24 hours, then use.GOLDEN FLAXSEED MIXED
BREADLEINSAMEN MISCHBROTMISCHBROT MEANS “MIXED BREAD” and refers to the use
of multiple flours to create a desired flavor and texture profile. Our Mischbrot uses spelt, rye, oat,
and wheat flours, plus golden flaxseeds. It is a good choice for health-conscious people who still
want to enjoy bread, because the flour blend provides an abundance of vitamins, minerals, fiber,
proteins, and complex carbohydrates. If we were asked to recommend a “daily bread” to eat with
just about everything, this would be it. You can use it for toast and sandwiches and for topping
with spreads and cured meats.INGREDIENTS (MAKES 2 MEDIUM-SIZE LOAVES)MASH480 g
whole milk5 g sugar5 g salt100 g oat flour540 g White Sourdough Starter (facing page)100 g
spelt flour510 g bread flour90 g medium rye flour17 g kosher salt20 g fresh yeast30 g golden
flaxseeds40 g malt powder235 g waterCanola oil for oiling the bowlNonstick cooking spray for
preparing the pan1 cup/240 ml water1. To make the mash, in a small saucepan, combine the
milk, sugar, and salt over high heat. Bring to a boil and remove from the heat. Pour in the oat
flour and stir until the flour is evenly moistened. Let sit just until the milk is absorbed.2. In a large
bowl, combine the mash, sourdough starter, spelt flour, bread flour, rye flour, salt, yeast,
flaxseeds, malt powder, and water and stir with a wooden spoon until mixed. Then, using your
hands, knead the mixture in the bowl until a soft ball of dough forms.3. Oil a large bowl. Transfer
the ball of dough to the oiled bowl, turn the dough to coat with the oil, and cover the bowl with
plastic wrap. Place the bowl in a warm area until the dough almost doubles in volume, about 1
hour.4. Punch the dough down in the bowl and then fold it onto itself. Re-cover the bowl and let
the dough rise again until it doubles in volume, about 30 minutes. Repeat punching down the
dough, folding it, and letting it rise again two more times.5. Coat a half sheet pan with cooking
spray. Remove the dough from the bowl, divide it in half, and shape each half into a round loaf.
Place the loaves on the prepared sheet, spacing them at least 4 in/10 cm apart, cover loosely
with a clean kitchen towel, and refrigerate overnight.6. The next day, place a metal container,
such as a baking pan, on the lower rack in the oven and preheat the oven to 450°F/230°C.7.
Place the sheet pan with the loaves on the middle rack of the oven, pour the 1 cup/240 ml water
into the heated container on the lower rack, and quickly close the oven door. Bake until the
loaves are dark golden brown and emit a hollow sound when tapped on the bottom, about 30
minutes.8. Transfer the loaves to a wire rack and let cool for at least 1 hour before serving. Wrap
any leftover bread in plastic wrap and store at room temperature for up to 24 hours; then
refrigerate for up to 1 week.NOTE: We weigh all of the ingredients in this recipe in grams (except
for the water for baking), due to the precision necessary in baking. For the best results, use a
digital scale.CRISPY SAUERKRAUT FRITTERSSAUERKRAUT KROKETTENIF YOU KNOW
PEOPLE who say they do not like sauerkraut, get them to try one of these fritters. Jeremy’s



parents always prepared these Kroketten for parties when Jeremy was a child. Smoked
sausage, bacon, and kraut in a crunchy fried shell, dipped in a sweet-and-spicy mustard sauce—
it is difficult to think of a better item for Brotzeit, especially if beer is involved. Bauernwurst, or
“peasant’s sausage,” is a coarsely textured, richly seasoned smoked pork sausage that is
commonly grilled and served in a bun or alongside salad or sauerkraut. These fritters also hold
up well at room temperature, making them ideal for serving as hors d’oeuvres.INGREDIENTS
(SERVES 4 TO 6)FILLING4 slices thick-cut bacon, finely diced1 Bauernwurst, kielbasa, or other
smoked sausage, about 6 oz/170 g, finely diced1 lb/455 g sauerkraut, homemade (see page
194) or store-bought, drained1 cup/80 g panko bread crumbs1 cup/105 g grated Emmentaler,
Gruyère, or Swiss cheese2 eggs, lightly beaten2 tbsp Löwensenf or Dijon spicy mustard11/2
cups/210 g all-purpose flour1/2 tsp salt1/4 tsp freshly ground black pepper3 eggs11/2 cups/120
g panko bread crumbsCanola oil for deep-frying1 cup/240 ml mayonnaise2 tbsp honey1/2
cup/120 ml whole-grain mustard, homemade (see page 196) or store-bought1. To make the
filling, in a medium frying pan, cook the bacon and sausage over medium heat, stirring
occasionally, until the bacon is crisp but not too dark and the sausage is lightly browned, about 5
minutes. Remove the pan from the heat and let the contents cool completely. Save the rendered
fat that remains in the pan along with the meat (the fat will add flavor).2. In a large bowl, combine
the sauerkraut, bread crumbs, cheese, eggs, and mustard and mix well. Add the bacon,
sausage, and rendered fat to the bowl and mix well. The mixture should be a little firm or the
fritters will fall apart during cooking. (If it is too loose, mix in additional bread crumbs as needed
to achieve a tight consistency.)3. Have ready a large plate or sheet pan. In a medium bowl, stir
together the flour, salt, and pepper. In a second medium bowl, beat the eggs until blended. Put
the bread crumbs in a third medium bowl. Using your hands, shape the filling mixture into balls
slightly larger than a golf ball and pass them, one at a time, through each bowl: dredge evenly in
flour, shaking off the excess; coat with egg, allowing the excess to drip off; and, finally, coat with
bread crumbs, again shaking off the excess. As each fritter is breaded, set it on the plate. When
all of the fritters are coated, cover and refrigerate overnight. The colder the fritters are, the better
they will fry.4. The next day, pour the canola oil to a depth of 3 in/7.5 cm into a Dutch oven or
small stockpot and heat to 350°F/180°C. (If you don’t have a thermometer, drop a pinch of bread
crumbs into the oil. If the crumbs sizzle immediately, the oil is ready.) Line a large plate with
paper towels.5. Working in small batches to avoiding crowding, carefully add the cold fritters,
one at a time, to the hot oil and fry until golden brown, 5 to 6 minutes. Using a slotted spoon,
transfer the fritters to the towel-lined plate to drain and place in a warm oven. Repeat with the
remaining fritters.6. While the fritters are frying, in a small bowl, stir together the mayonnaise,
honey, and mustard, mixing well, to use as a dipping sauce.7. Arrange the fritters on a platter
and serve with the mustard.GREEN ASPARAGUS AND AGED GOUDA
DIPSPARGELAUFSTRICHTHIS CROWD-PLEASER takes asparagus, one of Germany’s most
commonly prepared vegetables, and marries it with a pair of cheeses: cream cheese for the
base, then salty, savory aged Gouda for flavor. We like to use Dutch-made Prima Donna, a



cheese that marries the best qualities of Parmesan and Gruyère, in place of the standard
Gouda. The dip can be served hot or at room temperature.INGREDIENTS (SERVES 4 TO 6)1
tbsp canola oil1 tbsp unsalted butter1 lb/455 g green asparagus, tough ends trimmed and
spears cut crosswise into 1-in/2.5-cm pieces4 shallots, sliced4 garlic cloves, minced1/2 cup/120
ml RieslingJuice of 1 lemon1 tsp finely chopped fresh thyme1 tsp finely chopped fresh
marjoram1 tsp kosher salt1/4 tsp freshly ground black pepper8 oz/225 g cream cheese, at room
temperature1/4 cup/60 ml mayonnaise3 oz/85 g aged Gouda or Prima Donna cheese,
gratedRye or sourdough bread for serving1. In a medium frying pan, heat the canola oil and
butter over medium-high heat. When hot, add the asparagus and cook, stirring occasionally, for
4 minutes. Add the shallots and garlic and cook and stir until the shallots and garlic are lightly
browned, about 3 minutes longer. Pour in the Riesling and lemon juice and cook until the liquid is
reduced by half, about 4 minutes. Add the thyme, marjoram, salt, and pepper and stir well.
Remove the pan from the heat and transfer the mixture to a medium bowl.2. Preheat the oven to
400°F/200°C. Have ready a 2-qt/2-L baking dish.3. In a stand mixer fitted with the paddle
attachment, combine the cream cheese, mayonnaise, and Gouda and beat on medium speed
until completely combined. Remove the bowl from the mixer stand and fold the asparagus
mixture into the cheese mixture with a rubber spatula until evenly combined. Transfer the mixture
to the baking dish.4. Bake until golden brown on top, about 15 minutes. Remove from the oven
and let cool for at least 10 minutes before serving. Accompany with rye bread.HERBED LARD
AND PORK CRACKLINGSGRIEBENSCHMALZBROTGRIEBENSCHMALZ is one of the most
common Brotzeit options in all of Germany, and it’s particularly popular in Bavaria. Here, the
flavor of this already very flavorful pork-fat spread is upped by infusing fresh bay leaves into the
rendered lard before chilling it. If you don’t have the time or space to make your own pork
cracklings, crushed store-bought pork rinds (chicharrones) will work fine. You might be surprised
to find that this snack eats much lighter than it reads on paper. Griebenschmalz also makes a
good accompaniment to any cured-meat spread.INGREDIENTS (SERVES 8)21/2 lb/1.2 kg
fresh pork skin1 lb/455 g lard12 fresh bay leaves, sliced, or 6 dried bay leaves, crushed4 sprigs
fresh marjoram1 tbsp kosher salt1/2 tsp freshly ground black pepperHearty rye bread for
serving1. In a large pot, combine the pork skin with water to cover and bring to a boil over high
heat. Lower the heat to a simmer and continue cooking, uncovered, until the skin is tender and
the tip of a knife can easily be inserted into it, about 1 hour.2. Using a slotted spoon, transfer the
pork skin to a sheet pan and let cool completely. Let the cooking liquid cool to room temperature,
then transfer to a jar or other container, cover, and refrigerate overnight.3. Cut the cooled pork
skin into 1/2-in/12-mm pieces, add to a medium saucepan, and place over medium-high heat.
Cook, stirring occasionally, until the fat has rendered and the pieces are crisp and browned,
about 1 hour. Using a slotted spoon, transfer the cracklings to a heatproof container, let cool,
cover, and refrigerate overnight. Transfer the rendered fat to a separate heatpoof container, let
cool, cover and refrigerate overnight.4. The next day, remove the reserved pork skin cooking
liquid from the refrigerator, scoop off the fat, and put the fat in a medium saucepan. (You can



save the liquid for soup, pâté, or any recipe that calls for a gelatinous stock or aspic.) Add the fat
from cooking the cracklings to the same pan along with the lard and bay leaves. Melt over
medium heat, then cook until the lard is fully infused with the fragrance of bay, about 1 hour.
Remove the pan from the heat and allow the lard to cool slightly, then strain through a fine-mesh
sieve into a heatproof bowl. Discard the bay leaves.5. Add the chopped marjoram and the
cracklings to the lard and mix well. Let cool to room temperature, then cover and refrigerate
overnight before serving.6. Bring the spread to cool room temperature or serve it directly from
the refrigerator. Season it with the salt and pepper and spread on slices of rye to serve.SWEET-
AND-SOUR PICKLED TROUT ROLLSFORELLEN ROLLMOPSUNLESS YOU LIVE BY THE
NORTH SEA, high-quality fresh herring, which makes the best Rollmops, is hard to come by.
Instead of using jarred pickled fish (too fishy), we use fresh trout for this version of quick-pickled
fish popular in northern Germany and Scandinavia. Simply roll up each piece of fish, secure the
roll with a toothpick, and leave in brine overnight. The next day, the rolls are ready to eat.Text
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Squash–Stuffed Pasta with Chestnut and Sage Brown Butter Kürbis Maultaschen 1838:
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188Pickled Red Beets and Eggs Rote Bete und Eier 189Pickled Mixed Vegetables Eingelegtes
Gemüse 190Pickled Sausages Pökelwurst 191Naturally Fermented Sauerkraut Sauerkraut
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226ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 227RESOURCES 228INDEX 229INTRODUCTIONSAUSAGE,
SCHNITZEL, SAUERKRAUT.ASK MOST PEOPLE what comes to mind when they hear the
phrase German food and the response is likely to be those three dishes, quickly followed by
such adjectives as heavy, fatty, and meat obsessed. Germany is thought of as a nation of
mirthful drinkers, their food nothing more than the fuel that soaks up the beer. In other words, the
German kitchen is regarded as hearty and serviceable but certainly not great.Here in the United
States, German cuisine is never discussed with the same reverence accorded the tables of
France, Italy, and Spain. This is, of course, nonsense. For far too long, German cooking has
been underrated outside of its national boundaries, and this book aims to change that. New
German Cooking celebrates the flavor, freshness, variety, and seasonality of German
cuisine.The earliest German immigrants to the United States, who began arriving in the late
1600s from the west-central region known today as the Rhineland-Palatine, established
themselves as farmers in the Midwest and the Mid-Atlantic. By the mid-nineteenth century, the
period that saw the heaviest influx of German immigrants up to that point, major cities like New
York, Philadelphia, and Saint Louis had developed thriving German populations of their
own.During this period, many of the German restaurants opened by immigrants in metropolitan
areas, such as Boston’s Jacob Wirth or The Berghoff in Chicago (both still in business), built
their menus around food native to the mountains of Bavaria. Over time, dishes like pretzels,



Weisswurst, potato salad, and sauerbraten grew to define German food in America, even though
they represented only a fraction of the tradition. Bavarian social culture, with its oompah bands
and giant beer steins, became synonymous with German culture, as well.Just like France, Italy,
or Spain, Germany is a country of regional cuisines representing a staggering diversity of
dishes, styles, and ingredients. In the north, along the border with Denmark, seafood pulled from
the Baltic Sea and the North Atlantic dominates cutting boards. French influences creep into the
cooking around the Black Forest area, bordered on the west by Alsace-Lorraine. The west-
central region of Westphalia is widely known for the acorn-fed hogs used for making the area’s
famous juniper-cured hams, a centuries-old practice that yields a product reminiscent of the
jamón ibérico of Spain. To the east, where Germany borders the Czech Republic and Poland,
Slavic influences like dumplings and stuffed cabbage define everyday cooking. Even major cities
like Munich and Frankfurt have dining traditions that are underexposed outside the country’s
borders.Germany’s culinary wealth, bolstered by a strong agricultural backbone, seasonal
appeal, and methods that span generations, suggest that it’s a nation ripe for international
recognition—and it is starting to roll in. As of 2012, the country features the third highest number
of Michelin-starred restaurants on the planet, after France and Italy. But the cuisine continues to
struggle to find a foothold in America, which has never been known for high-quality German
restaurants and chefs. How can we start to truly appreciate German food in the United States?
The answer to that begins with Jeremy’s story.FROM READING TO PHILADELPHIAJeremy’s
unconventional journey into German cookingI was born in California, but my family relocated
near to Reading, Pennsylvania, when I was four years old. If I had stayed on the West Coast, I
could very well have ended up handling more serrano chiles than spaetzle. But growing up in the
heart of Pennsylvania Dutch country established my fascination with German food early. My
father, Ron, has been a chef all my life, and some of my best childhood memories include
visiting the butchers at Reading’s Fairgrounds Farmers Market every Saturday to purchase
sausages and liverwurst for weekend family dinners.Germans first came to Pennsylvania in
1683, making it home to the longest-established German American population in the country.
For both recent immigrants and those looking to stay in touch with their German heritage, my
hometown features two private organizations, the Reading Liederkranz and the Evergreen
Country Club. Both sponsor fund-raisers, dance lessons, and soccer leagues and take food and
drink very seriously, hosting an elaborate annual Oktoberfest. (The Liederkranz’s Oktoberfest,
which draws thousands of revelers every year over its four-day run, is the oldest celebration of its
kind in the state.) When I was a teenager, my father took a weekend consultancy at the
Evergreen, in addition to his regular chef job, and he brought me in to help him out. Our cooking
eventually caught the attention of the Liederkranz folks, and they lured me away from the
Evergreen—and away from my dad—to run their restaurant.It was at the Liederkranz that I really
began to learn about German food, absorbing everything I could from the team of elderly
German cooks looking to cede control of the kitchen to a younger generation. It began with the
basics, like German potato salad: simply potatoes boiled in their skins, plus onions, vinegar, and



parsley, served at room temperature. No mayo and definitely no bacon, even though much of
America seems to think you need those things to make the salad German. Satisfied with my
sauerbraten and Rouladen, I eventually gained the confidence to begin experimenting. I would
go to the farmers’ market and buy the produce and meats that looked best, using them to create
nontraditional dishes that were German in spirit. Duck and fish, neither of which have much of a
place in German American cooking, began showing up on my menu. More unfamiliar techniques
and ingredients I’d studied on my own found their way onto my everyday prep lists,
too.Eventually I left Liederkranz and worked in a variety of different restaurant kitchens before
finally landing in Philadelphia in 2006, where I continued to find restaurant work. None of the
kitchens was German, but I found ways to sneak my version of German dishes onto specials
boards. It was at Coquette, a neighborhood French bistro where I served as head chef, that
people began to notice my German-inspired dishes on the menu. (This is also where I met my
wife, Jessica, who is in charge of all things sweet in the world of new German cooking.) A
regular customer who liked my Alsatian-inspired plates introduced me to Doug and Kelly Hager,
who opened Brauhaus Schmitz, with me in the kitchen, in 2009.A REAL GERMAN
BIERHALLELocated on Philadelphia’s historic South Street, Brauhaus Schmitz is a true German
beer hall, complete with perky servers decked out in traditional garb and the best teams of
Bundesliga, Germany’s premier soccer league, battling their way to victory across flat-screen
TVs in the dining room. The draft lines of the two bars, in the lively dual-level front room and in
the adjoining Brauer Bund (Brewer’s Guild), are regularly connected to kegs that are either
scarce or unavailable in the rest of the country. (Doug believes it is the finest German draft
selection in the United States.) Both the staff and the crowds love to have fun—we are stocked
with plenty of Bierstiefeln, giant boot-shaped beer steins, and a shot ski for group schnapps
sessions—but we’ve worked hard over the years to make sure our guests know us as more than
just a party place. Toward that end, a sizable portion of the menu consists of familiar German
American classics executed at a high level.Early on, once we had nailed down all of the tried-
and-true standards—sauerbraten, Jägerschnitzel, Nuremberg-style bratwurst doled out by the
meter—we decided that Wednesday, a.k.a. Fun Day, would be the day we created new dishes.
Perhaps we would focus on a homemade sausage for a special Schlachtplatte (a traditional
plate of mixed meats and sausages), such as a precise combination of duck and pork meat and
fat blended with a pungent smoked barley malt acquired from Aecht Schlenkerla, Germany’s
premier brewer of Rauchbier (smoked beer). Or we might experiment with cold smoking duck
breasts cured in black pepper, juniper, and bay leaves for a new take on Westphalian ham. One
day, we pounded sweetbreads, fried them to resemble schnitzel, and then dressed them up neo-
Holsteiner style, with a caper-anchovy-egg sauce. On another Wednesday, we married a flat-
iron pork steak, a cut not served anywhere in Germany, to smoked potatoes, a hearty corn-
parsnip-leek hash, and a pretty parsley purée. To surprise diners who believe that German food
is all about meat, we stuffed the traditionally meat-filled pasta known as Maultaschen with a
spinach-and-potato mixture and topped it with an elegant chanterelle sauce and crumbled goat



cheese.Jessica, in her very important role as Brauhaus Schmitz’s pastry chef and head baker,
has embraced the new German approach, too, mixing in reimagined cookies, cakes, and
desserts with her more traditional workload of breads and pastries. This spirit of
experimentation, coupled with a respect for and fascination with all aspects of German cuisine
that are underexposed in America, is at the heart of new German cooking.ABOUT THE
RECIPESAs chefs, we are proud of what we have accomplished at Brauhaus Schmitz, but it is
important to point out that this book is not a collection of restaurant-style recipes. The dishes,
both sweet and savory, you will find here are designed to be prepared by home cooks and
served family-style.The recipes do vary in level of difficulty, however. Some processes, such as
sausage making, sauerkraut fermentation, and meat smoking, call for a heightened attention to
detail and greater familiarity with less-common techniques. Others, like our Grilled Marinated
Chicken with Paprika (page 98), Spicy Marinated Pork Skewers with Peppers, Onions, and
Zucchini (page 132), and Grilled Salmon with Horseradish and Pickled Beet Sauce (page 87),
are easy-to-prepare fare for a weeknight dinner. Some dishes, like Hasenpfeffer (see page 140)
and Christmas goose (see page 105), are beloved classics, while others, like Foie Gras
Liverwurst (page 112) and Truffled Hazelnut and Potato Soup (page 73), are more imaginative
by design, a reflection of our Fun Day explorations. Regardless of which recipes you choose, our
aim is to provide you with big, boldly seasoned, inspiring, honest dishes that we hope you’ll be
proud to serve to your family and friends.In many ways, our entire cooking careers to this point
have led us to this book, which we have been thrilled to put together. The many hours we have
spent recipe testing, researching, and traveling have been an investment in a simple goal:
exposing as many people as possible to the state of modern German cuisine, which is so much
more diverse than most observers realize. For us, the key word is balance, whether we are
discussing ingredients, execution, or the vital role that the past plays in the present.But some
traditions never change regardless of what the calendar says. Whether we are placing a
spotlight on lesser-known aspects of German cuisine unfamiliar to the American palate,
introducing our own ideas, or marrying these two approaches, our take on new German cooking
is at its best when it is shared.INTRODUCTIONSAUSAGE, SCHNITZEL, SAUERKRAUT.ASK
MOST PEOPLE what comes to mind when they hear the phrase German food and the response
is likely to be those three dishes, quickly followed by such adjectives as heavy, fatty, and meat
obsessed. Germany is thought of as a nation of mirthful drinkers, their food nothing more than
the fuel that soaks up the beer. In other words, the German kitchen is regarded as hearty and
serviceable but certainly not great.Here in the United States, German cuisine is never discussed
with the same reverence accorded the tables of France, Italy, and Spain. This is, of course,
nonsense. For far too long, German cooking has been underrated outside of its national
boundaries, and this book aims to change that. New German Cooking celebrates the flavor,
freshness, variety, and seasonality of German cuisine.The earliest German immigrants to the
United States, who began arriving in the late 1600s from the west-central region known today as
the Rhineland-Palatine, established themselves as farmers in the Midwest and the Mid-Atlantic.



By the mid-nineteenth century, the period that saw the heaviest influx of German immigrants up
to that point, major cities like New York, Philadelphia, and Saint Louis had developed thriving
German populations of their own.During this period, many of the German restaurants opened by
immigrants in metropolitan areas, such as Boston’s Jacob Wirth or The Berghoff in Chicago
(both still in business), built their menus around food native to the mountains of Bavaria. Over
time, dishes like pretzels, Weisswurst, potato salad, and sauerbraten grew to define German
food in America, even though they represented only a fraction of the tradition. Bavarian social
culture, with its oompah bands and giant beer steins, became synonymous with German culture,
as well.Just like France, Italy, or Spain, Germany is a country of regional cuisines representing a
staggering diversity of dishes, styles, and ingredients. In the north, along the border with
Denmark, seafood pulled from the Baltic Sea and the North Atlantic dominates cutting boards.
French influences creep into the cooking around the Black Forest area, bordered on the west by
Alsace-Lorraine. The west-central region of Westphalia is widely known for the acorn-fed hogs
used for making the area’s famous juniper-cured hams, a centuries-old practice that yields a
product reminiscent of the jamón ibérico of Spain. To the east, where Germany borders the
Czech Republic and Poland, Slavic influences like dumplings and stuffed cabbage define
everyday cooking. Even major cities like Munich and Frankfurt have dining traditions that are
underexposed outside the country’s borders.Germany’s culinary wealth, bolstered by a strong
agricultural backbone, seasonal appeal, and methods that span generations, suggest that it’s a
nation ripe for international recognition—and it is starting to roll in. As of 2012, the country
features the third highest number of Michelin-starred restaurants on the planet, after France and
Italy. But the cuisine continues to struggle to find a foothold in America, which has never been
known for high-quality German restaurants and chefs. How can we start to truly appreciate
German food in the United States? The answer to that begins with Jeremy’s story.FROM
READING TO PHILADELPHIAJeremy’s unconventional journey into German cookingI was born
in California, but my family relocated near to Reading, Pennsylvania, when I was four years old. If
I had stayed on the West Coast, I could very well have ended up handling more serrano chiles
than spaetzle. But growing up in the heart of Pennsylvania Dutch country established my
fascination with German food early. My father, Ron, has been a chef all my life, and some of my
best childhood memories include visiting the butchers at Reading’s Fairgrounds Farmers Market
every Saturday to purchase sausages and liverwurst for weekend family dinners.Germans first
came to Pennsylvania in 1683, making it home to the longest-established German American
population in the country. For both recent immigrants and those looking to stay in touch with their
German heritage, my hometown features two private organizations, the Reading Liederkranz
and the Evergreen Country Club. Both sponsor fund-raisers, dance lessons, and soccer leagues
and take food and drink very seriously, hosting an elaborate annual Oktoberfest. (The
Liederkranz’s Oktoberfest, which draws thousands of revelers every year over its four-day run, is
the oldest celebration of its kind in the state.) When I was a teenager, my father took a weekend
consultancy at the Evergreen, in addition to his regular chef job, and he brought me in to help



him out. Our cooking eventually caught the attention of the Liederkranz folks, and they lured me
away from the Evergreen—and away from my dad—to run their restaurant.It was at the
Liederkranz that I really began to learn about German food, absorbing everything I could from
the team of elderly German cooks looking to cede control of the kitchen to a younger generation.
It began with the basics, like German potato salad: simply potatoes boiled in their skins, plus
onions, vinegar, and parsley, served at room temperature. No mayo and definitely no bacon,
even though much of America seems to think you need those things to make the salad German.
Satisfied with my sauerbraten and Rouladen, I eventually gained the confidence to begin
experimenting. I would go to the farmers’ market and buy the produce and meats that looked
best, using them to create nontraditional dishes that were German in spirit. Duck and fish,
neither of which have much of a place in German American cooking, began showing up on my
menu. More unfamiliar techniques and ingredients I’d studied on my own found their way onto
my everyday prep lists, too.Eventually I left Liederkranz and worked in a variety of different
restaurant kitchens before finally landing in Philadelphia in 2006, where I continued to find
restaurant work. None of the kitchens was German, but I found ways to sneak my version of
German dishes onto specials boards. It was at Coquette, a neighborhood French bistro where I
served as head chef, that people began to notice my German-inspired dishes on the menu.
(This is also where I met my wife, Jessica, who is in charge of all things sweet in the world of
new German cooking.) A regular customer who liked my Alsatian-inspired plates introduced me
to Doug and Kelly Hager, who opened Brauhaus Schmitz, with me in the kitchen, in 2009.A
REAL GERMAN BIERHALLELocated on Philadelphia’s historic South Street, Brauhaus Schmitz
is a true German beer hall, complete with perky servers decked out in traditional garb and the
best teams of Bundesliga, Germany’s premier soccer league, battling their way to victory across
flat-screen TVs in the dining room. The draft lines of the two bars, in the lively dual-level front
room and in the adjoining Brauer Bund (Brewer’s Guild), are regularly connected to kegs that are
either scarce or unavailable in the rest of the country. (Doug believes it is the finest German draft
selection in the United States.) Both the staff and the crowds love to have fun—we are stocked
with plenty of Bierstiefeln, giant boot-shaped beer steins, and a shot ski for group schnapps
sessions—but we’ve worked hard over the years to make sure our guests know us as more than
just a party place. Toward that end, a sizable portion of the menu consists of familiar German
American classics executed at a high level.Early on, once we had nailed down all of the tried-
and-true standards—sauerbraten, Jägerschnitzel, Nuremberg-style bratwurst doled out by the
meter—we decided that Wednesday, a.k.a. Fun Day, would be the day we created new dishes.
Perhaps we would focus on a homemade sausage for a special Schlachtplatte (a traditional
plate of mixed meats and sausages), such as a precise combination of duck and pork meat and
fat blended with a pungent smoked barley malt acquired from Aecht Schlenkerla, Germany’s
premier brewer of Rauchbier (smoked beer). Or we might experiment with cold smoking duck
breasts cured in black pepper, juniper, and bay leaves for a new take on Westphalian ham. One
day, we pounded sweetbreads, fried them to resemble schnitzel, and then dressed them up neo-



Holsteiner style, with a caper-anchovy-egg sauce. On another Wednesday, we married a flat-
iron pork steak, a cut not served anywhere in Germany, to smoked potatoes, a hearty corn-
parsnip-leek hash, and a pretty parsley purée. To surprise diners who believe that German food
is all about meat, we stuffed the traditionally meat-filled pasta known as Maultaschen with a
spinach-and-potato mixture and topped it with an elegant chanterelle sauce and crumbled goat
cheese.Jessica, in her very important role as Brauhaus Schmitz’s pastry chef and head baker,
has embraced the new German approach, too, mixing in reimagined cookies, cakes, and
desserts with her more traditional workload of breads and pastries. This spirit of
experimentation, coupled with a respect for and fascination with all aspects of German cuisine
that are underexposed in America, is at the heart of new German cooking.ABOUT THE
RECIPESAs chefs, we are proud of what we have accomplished at Brauhaus Schmitz, but it is
important to point out that this book is not a collection of restaurant-style recipes. The dishes,
both sweet and savory, you will find here are designed to be prepared by home cooks and
served family-style.The recipes do vary in level of difficulty, however. Some processes, such as
sausage making, sauerkraut fermentation, and meat smoking, call for a heightened attention to
detail and greater familiarity with less-common techniques. Others, like our Grilled Marinated
Chicken with Paprika (page 98), Spicy Marinated Pork Skewers with Peppers, Onions, and
Zucchini (page 132), and Grilled Salmon with Horseradish and Pickled Beet Sauce (page 87),
are easy-to-prepare fare for a weeknight dinner. Some dishes, like Hasenpfeffer (see page 140)
and Christmas goose (see page 105), are beloved classics, while others, like Foie Gras
Liverwurst (page 112) and Truffled Hazelnut and Potato Soup (page 73), are more imaginative
by design, a reflection of our Fun Day explorations. Regardless of which recipes you choose, our
aim is to provide you with big, boldly seasoned, inspiring, honest dishes that we hope you’ll be
proud to serve to your family and friends.In many ways, our entire cooking careers to this point
have led us to this book, which we have been thrilled to put together. The many hours we have
spent recipe testing, researching, and traveling have been an investment in a simple goal:
exposing as many people as possible to the state of modern German cuisine, which is so much
more diverse than most observers realize. For us, the key word is balance, whether we are
discussing ingredients, execution, or the vital role that the past plays in the present.But some
traditions never change regardless of what the calendar says. Whether we are placing a
spotlight on lesser-known aspects of German cuisine unfamiliar to the American palate,
introducing our own ideas, or marrying these two approaches, our take on new German cooking
is at its best when it is shared.INTRODUCTIONSAUSAGE, SCHNITZEL, SAUERKRAUT.ASK
MOST PEOPLE what comes to mind when they hear the phrase German food and the response
is likely to be those three dishes, quickly followed by such adjectives as heavy, fatty, and meat
obsessed. Germany is thought of as a nation of mirthful drinkers, their food nothing more than
the fuel that soaks up the beer. In other words, the German kitchen is regarded as hearty and
serviceable but certainly not great.Here in the United States, German cuisine is never discussed
with the same reverence accorded the tables of France, Italy, and Spain. This is, of course,



nonsense. For far too long, German cooking has been underrated outside of its national
boundaries, and this book aims to change that. New German Cooking celebrates the flavor,
freshness, variety, and seasonality of German cuisine.The earliest German immigrants to the
United States, who began arriving in the late 1600s from the west-central region known today as
the Rhineland-Palatine, established themselves as farmers in the Midwest and the Mid-Atlantic.
By the mid-nineteenth century, the period that saw the heaviest influx of German immigrants up
to that point, major cities like New York, Philadelphia, and Saint Louis had developed thriving
German populations of their own.During this period, many of the German restaurants opened by
immigrants in metropolitan areas, such as Boston’s Jacob Wirth or The Berghoff in Chicago
(both still in business), built their menus around food native to the mountains of Bavaria. Over
time, dishes like pretzels, Weisswurst, potato salad, and sauerbraten grew to define German
food in America, even though they represented only a fraction of the tradition. Bavarian social
culture, with its oompah bands and giant beer steins, became synonymous with German culture,
as well.Just like France, Italy, or Spain, Germany is a country of regional cuisines representing a
staggering diversity of dishes, styles, and ingredients. In the north, along the border with
Denmark, seafood pulled from the Baltic Sea and the North Atlantic dominates cutting boards.
French influences creep into the cooking around the Black Forest area, bordered on the west by
Alsace-Lorraine. The west-central region of Westphalia is widely known for the acorn-fed hogs
used for making the area’s famous juniper-cured hams, a centuries-old practice that yields a
product reminiscent of the jamón ibérico of Spain. To the east, where Germany borders the
Czech Republic and Poland, Slavic influences like dumplings and stuffed cabbage define
everyday cooking. Even major cities like Munich and Frankfurt have dining traditions that are
underexposed outside the country’s borders.Germany’s culinary wealth, bolstered by a strong
agricultural backbone, seasonal appeal, and methods that span generations, suggest that it’s a
nation ripe for international recognition—and it is starting to roll in. As of 2012, the country
features the third highest number of Michelin-starred restaurants on the planet, after France and
Italy. But the cuisine continues to struggle to find a foothold in America, which has never been
known for high-quality German restaurants and chefs. How can we start to truly appreciate
German food in the United States? The answer to that begins with Jeremy’s story.FROM
READING TO PHILADELPHIAJeremy’s unconventional journey into German cookingI was born
in California, but my family relocated near to Reading, Pennsylvania, when I was four years old. If
I had stayed on the West Coast, I could very well have ended up handling more serrano chiles
than spaetzle. But growing up in the heart of Pennsylvania Dutch country established my
fascination with German food early. My father, Ron, has been a chef all my life, and some of my
best childhood memories include visiting the butchers at Reading’s Fairgrounds Farmers Market
every Saturday to purchase sausages and liverwurst for weekend family dinners.Germans first
came to Pennsylvania in 1683, making it home to the longest-established German American
population in the country. For both recent immigrants and those looking to stay in touch with their
German heritage, my hometown features two private organizations, the Reading Liederkranz



and the Evergreen Country Club. Both sponsor fund-raisers, dance lessons, and soccer leagues
and take food and drink very seriously, hosting an elaborate annual Oktoberfest. (The
Liederkranz’s Oktoberfest, which draws thousands of revelers every year over its four-day run, is
the oldest celebration of its kind in the state.) When I was a teenager, my father took a weekend
consultancy at the Evergreen, in addition to his regular chef job, and he brought me in to help
him out. Our cooking eventually caught the attention of the Liederkranz folks, and they lured me
away from the Evergreen—and away from my dad—to run their restaurant.It was at the
Liederkranz that I really began to learn about German food, absorbing everything I could from
the team of elderly German cooks looking to cede control of the kitchen to a younger generation.
It began with the basics, like German potato salad: simply potatoes boiled in their skins, plus
onions, vinegar, and parsley, served at room temperature. No mayo and definitely no bacon,
even though much of America seems to think you need those things to make the salad German.
Satisfied with my sauerbraten and Rouladen, I eventually gained the confidence to begin
experimenting. I would go to the farmers’ market and buy the produce and meats that looked
best, using them to create nontraditional dishes that were German in spirit. Duck and fish,
neither of which have much of a place in German American cooking, began showing up on my
menu. More unfamiliar techniques and ingredients I’d studied on my own found their way onto
my everyday prep lists, too.Eventually I left Liederkranz and worked in a variety of different
restaurant kitchens before finally landing in Philadelphia in 2006, where I continued to find
restaurant work. None of the kitchens was German, but I found ways to sneak my version of
German dishes onto specials boards. It was at Coquette, a neighborhood French bistro where I
served as head chef, that people began to notice my German-inspired dishes on the menu.
(This is also where I met my wife, Jessica, who is in charge of all things sweet in the world of
new German cooking.) A regular customer who liked my Alsatian-inspired plates introduced me
to Doug and Kelly Hager, who opened Brauhaus Schmitz, with me in the kitchen, in 2009.A
REAL GERMAN BIERHALLELocated on Philadelphia’s historic South Street, Brauhaus Schmitz
is a true German beer hall, complete with perky servers decked out in traditional garb and the
best teams of Bundesliga, Germany’s premier soccer league, battling their way to victory across
flat-screen TVs in the dining room. The draft lines of the two bars, in the lively dual-level front
room and in the adjoining Brauer Bund (Brewer’s Guild), are regularly connected to kegs that are
either scarce or unavailable in the rest of the country. (Doug believes it is the finest German draft
selection in the United States.) Both the staff and the crowds love to have fun—we are stocked
with plenty of Bierstiefeln, giant boot-shaped beer steins, and a shot ski for group schnapps
sessions—but we’ve worked hard over the years to make sure our guests know us as more than
just a party place. Toward that end, a sizable portion of the menu consists of familiar German
American classics executed at a high level.Early on, once we had nailed down all of the tried-
and-true standards—sauerbraten, Jägerschnitzel, Nuremberg-style bratwurst doled out by the
meter—we decided that Wednesday, a.k.a. Fun Day, would be the day we created new dishes.
Perhaps we would focus on a homemade sausage for a special Schlachtplatte (a traditional



plate of mixed meats and sausages), such as a precise combination of duck and pork meat and
fat blended with a pungent smoked barley malt acquired from Aecht Schlenkerla, Germany’s
premier brewer of Rauchbier (smoked beer). Or we might experiment with cold smoking duck
breasts cured in black pepper, juniper, and bay leaves for a new take on Westphalian ham. One
day, we pounded sweetbreads, fried them to resemble schnitzel, and then dressed them up neo-
Holsteiner style, with a caper-anchovy-egg sauce. On another Wednesday, we married a flat-
iron pork steak, a cut not served anywhere in Germany, to smoked potatoes, a hearty corn-
parsnip-leek hash, and a pretty parsley purée. To surprise diners who believe that German food
is all about meat, we stuffed the traditionally meat-filled pasta known as Maultaschen with a
spinach-and-potato mixture and topped it with an elegant chanterelle sauce and crumbled goat
cheese.Jessica, in her very important role as Brauhaus Schmitz’s pastry chef and head baker,
has embraced the new German approach, too, mixing in reimagined cookies, cakes, and
desserts with her more traditional workload of breads and pastries. This spirit of
experimentation, coupled with a respect for and fascination with all aspects of German cuisine
that are underexposed in America, is at the heart of new German cooking.ABOUT THE
RECIPESAs chefs, we are proud of what we have accomplished at Brauhaus Schmitz, but it is
important to point out that this book is not a collection of restaurant-style recipes. The dishes,
both sweet and savory, you will find here are designed to be prepared by home cooks and
served family-style.The recipes do vary in level of difficulty, however. Some processes, such as
sausage making, sauerkraut fermentation, and meat smoking, call for a heightened attention to
detail and greater familiarity with less-common techniques. Others, like our Grilled Marinated
Chicken with Paprika (page 98), Spicy Marinated Pork Skewers with Peppers, Onions, and
Zucchini (page 132), and Grilled Salmon with Horseradish and Pickled Beet Sauce (page 87),
are easy-to-prepare fare for a weeknight dinner. Some dishes, like Hasenpfeffer (see page 140)
and Christmas goose (see page 105), are beloved classics, while others, like Foie Gras
Liverwurst (page 112) and Truffled Hazelnut and Potato Soup (page 73), are more imaginative
by design, a reflection of our Fun Day explorations. Regardless of which recipes you choose, our
aim is to provide you with big, boldly seasoned, inspiring, honest dishes that we hope you’ll be
proud to serve to your family and friends.In many ways, our entire cooking careers to this point
have led us to this book, which we have been thrilled to put together. The many hours we have
spent recipe testing, researching, and traveling have been an investment in a simple goal:
exposing as many people as possible to the state of modern German cuisine, which is so much
more diverse than most observers realize. For us, the key word is balance, whether we are
discussing ingredients, execution, or the vital role that the past plays in the present.But some
traditions never change regardless of what the calendar says. Whether we are placing a
spotlight on lesser-known aspects of German cuisine unfamiliar to the American palate,
introducing our own ideas, or marrying these two approaches, our take on new German cooking
is at its best when it is shared. 1 BREADS & SPREADSBROTZEIT 1 BREADS &
SPREADSBROTZEIT 1 BREADS & SPREADSBROTZEITBROTZEIT LITERALLY MEANS



“BREAD TIME,” but there’s much more to this German tradition than a few buddies splitting a
loaf of pumpernickel. Similar in spirit to tapas in Spain, antipasti in Italy, or even afternoon tea in
England, Brotzeit describes the array of hot and cold spreads, cheeses, meats, open-face
sandwiches, and other snacks served for a party or a casual get-together.Pay a social visit to a
German home and it’s likely a Brotzeit spread will appear right after you say your hellos,
especially if you arrive in the afternoon lull between lunch and dinner. It’s typically simple. For
example, at a friend’s guesthouse in Bavaria, we were greeted with bread, butter, cheese, a few
different types of salami, and a ramekin of Griebenschmalz, a buttery spread of pork fat mixed
with crunchy cracklings. When we stopped by the Ayinger Brewery near Munich, owner Franz
Inselkammer treated us to boards of pretzels, rye, cured meats, and pickles, accompanied, of
course, with beer.When Jeremy was growing up, his parents would put together their own
Brotzeit spreads for company, whether it was a small gathering of family members or a spirited
New Year’s Eve party. This chapter mixes German entertaining traditions with what Jeremy
recalls from those early days. The dishes are easy to prepare and easy to eat, which keeps the
focus where it should be: on friends and family.BROTZEIT LITERALLY MEANS “BREAD TIME,”
but there’s much more to this German tradition than a few buddies splitting a loaf of
pumpernickel. Similar in spirit to tapas in Spain, antipasti in Italy, or even afternoon tea in
England, Brotzeit describes the array of hot and cold spreads, cheeses, meats, open-face
sandwiches, and other snacks served for a party or a casual get-together.Pay a social visit to a
German home and it’s likely a Brotzeit spread will appear right after you say your hellos,
especially if you arrive in the afternoon lull between lunch and dinner. It’s typically simple. For
example, at a friend’s guesthouse in Bavaria, we were greeted with bread, butter, cheese, a few
different types of salami, and a ramekin of Griebenschmalz, a buttery spread of pork fat mixed
with crunchy cracklings. When we stopped by the Ayinger Brewery near Munich, owner Franz
Inselkammer treated us to boards of pretzels, rye, cured meats, and pickles, accompanied, of
course, with beer.When Jeremy was growing up, his parents would put together their own
Brotzeit spreads for company, whether it was a small gathering of family members or a spirited
New Year’s Eve party. This chapter mixes German entertaining traditions with what Jeremy
recalls from those early days. The dishes are easy to prepare and easy to eat, which keeps the
focus where it should be: on friends and family.BROTZEIT LITERALLY MEANS “BREAD TIME,”
but there’s much more to this German tradition than a few buddies splitting a loaf of
pumpernickel. Similar in spirit to tapas in Spain, antipasti in Italy, or even afternoon tea in
England, Brotzeit describes the array of hot and cold spreads, cheeses, meats, open-face
sandwiches, and other snacks served for a party or a casual get-together.Pay a social visit to a
German home and it’s likely a Brotzeit spread will appear right after you say your hellos,
especially if you arrive in the afternoon lull between lunch and dinner. It’s typically simple. For
example, at a friend’s guesthouse in Bavaria, we were greeted with bread, butter, cheese, a few
different types of salami, and a ramekin of Griebenschmalz, a buttery spread of pork fat mixed
with crunchy cracklings. When we stopped by the Ayinger Brewery near Munich, owner Franz



Inselkammer treated us to boards of pretzels, rye, cured meats, and pickles, accompanied, of
course, with beer.When Jeremy was growing up, his parents would put together their own
Brotzeit spreads for company, whether it was a small gathering of family members or a spirited
New Year’s Eve party. This chapter mixes German entertaining traditions with what Jeremy
recalls from those early days. The dishes are easy to prepare and easy to eat, which keeps the
focus where it should be: on friends and family.BAVARIAN PRETZELSLAUGENBREZELOUR
AT-HOME QUEST to make the perfect Bavarian Laugenbrezel, or soft pretzel, which took place
long before Brauhaus Schmitz opened, stretched out over the course of a year. Every Sunday,
we would experiment with different recipes, never quite nailing the unmistakable balance—
crusty outside, soft inside, both sweet and salty—that we desired. Finally, after dozens of stutter
starts, we nailed it. Combining bread flour and all-purpose flour helped achieve the correct
texture, while a traditional lye dip (wear gloves and don’t worry, as it won’t be like when Tyler
burned Jack’s hands with the stuff in Fight Club), helped with that elusive pretzel chew. We love
them at t2e restaurant, and it seems others agree—in 2010, this pretzel won Best of Philly in
Philadelphia magazine, and we serve about fifteen thousand of them a year.You can shape
these pretzels in a variety of ways, such as long sticks, rolls, or the traditional crossed-armed, or
symmetrical looped form, which is described here. Serve the pretzels plain or with butter, whole-
grain mustard, cheeses, and/or cold meats, and, of course, with a good lager.INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 4 TO 6 PRETZELS)235 g room-temperature water5 g sugar35 g unsalted butter55 g
buttermilk30 g fresh yeast130 g bread flour430 g all-purpose flour, plus more for dusting5 g
kosher saltNonstick cooking spray for preparing the panLYE DIP15 g food-grade lye2 cups/480
ml cold waterEverything Pretzel Topping (recipe follows; optional)Kosher salt (optional)1. In a
stand mixer fitted with the dough hook, combine the room-temperature water, sugar, butter, and
buttermilk, then crumble in the yeast. Mix on low speed until the yeast has dissolved. The butter
will still be chunky. Add the bread flour and all-purpose flour and continue to mix on low speed
until the dough starts to come together in a shaggy mass, about 1 minute. Add the salt, increase
the mixer speed to medium, and knead the dough until it looks dense and is moist and smooth,
5 to 7 minutes.2. Cut the dough into four to six equal portions. Lightly dust a work surface with all-
purpose flour and put one portion of the dough on the floured surface. Using your palms in a
back-and-forth motion, roll the dough into a rope about 24 in/61 cm long and 3/4 in/2 cm thick.
Keeping the center of the rope on the work surface, pick up one end with each hand and cross
one end over the other to form a loose loop, then twist the ends around each other once. Now,
fold the twisted ends over the opposite end of the loop, then attach one end to each side of the
loop. If desired, using the tip of a paring knife, make a slash about 2 in/5 cm long and 1/2 in/12
mm deep along the bottom edge of the pretzel, to give it an authentic look. Repeat with the
remaining dough portions.3. Preheat the oven to 375°F/190°C. Line a large sheet pan with
parchment paper and coat the paper with nonstick cooking spray.4. To make the lye dip, in a
medium bowl, combine the lye and cold water and stir to dissolve the lye.5. One at a time, fully
submerge the pretzels in the lye solution, then transfer them to the prepared sheet pan. Let the



pretzels rise until they are almost doubled in volume, 10 to 15 minutes.6. Sprinkle the pretzels
generously with topping (if using); otherwise sprinkle with salt. Bake the pretzels, rotating the
pan back to front at the halfway point to ensure even baking, until the tops are evenly dark
golden brown, 10 to 15 minutes. Let the pretzels cool on the pan for at least 10 minutes before
serving. The pretzels taste best the day they are baked. Any leftovers can be saved for making
croutons.NOTE: We weigh all of the ingredients in this recipe in grams (except for the water for
the lye dip), due to the precision necessary in baking. For the best results, use a digital
scale.BAVARIAN PRETZELSLAUGENBREZELOUR AT-HOME QUEST to make the perfect
Bavarian Laugenbrezel, or soft pretzel, which took place long before Brauhaus Schmitz opened,
stretched out over the course of a year. Every Sunday, we would experiment with different
recipes, never quite nailing the unmistakable balance—crusty outside, soft inside, both sweet
and salty—that we desired. Finally, after dozens of stutter starts, we nailed it. Combining bread
flour and all-purpose flour helped achieve the correct texture, while a traditional lye dip (wear
gloves and don’t worry, as it won’t be like when Tyler burned Jack’s hands with the stuff in Fight
Club), helped with that elusive pretzel chew. We love them at t2e restaurant, and it seems others
agree—in 2010, this pretzel won Best of Philly in Philadelphia magazine, and we serve about
fifteen thousand of them a year.You can shape these pretzels in a variety of ways, such as long
sticks, rolls, or the traditional crossed-armed, or symmetrical looped form, which is described
here. Serve the pretzels plain or with butter, whole-grain mustard, cheeses, and/or cold meats,
and, of course, with a good lager.INGREDIENTS (MAKES 4 TO 6 PRETZELS)235 g room-
temperature water5 g sugar35 g unsalted butter55 g buttermilk30 g fresh yeast130 g bread
flour430 g all-purpose flour, plus more for dusting5 g kosher saltNonstick cooking spray for
preparing the panLYE DIP15 g food-grade lye2 cups/480 ml cold waterEverything Pretzel
Topping (recipe follows; optional)Kosher salt (optional)1. In a stand mixer fitted with the dough
hook, combine the room-temperature water, sugar, butter, and buttermilk, then crumble in the
yeast. Mix on low speed until the yeast has dissolved. The butter will still be chunky. Add the
bread flour and all-purpose flour and continue to mix on low speed until the dough starts to
come together in a shaggy mass, about 1 minute. Add the salt, increase the mixer speed to
medium, and knead the dough until it looks dense and is moist and smooth, 5 to 7 minutes.2.
Cut the dough into four to six equal portions. Lightly dust a work surface with all-purpose flour
and put one portion of the dough on the floured surface. Using your palms in a back-and-forth
motion, roll the dough into a rope about 24 in/61 cm long and 3/4 in/2 cm thick. Keeping the
center of the rope on the work surface, pick up one end with each hand and cross one end over
the other to form a loose loop, then twist the ends around each other once. Now, fold the twisted
ends over the opposite end of the loop, then attach one end to each side of the loop. If desired,
using the tip of a paring knife, make a slash about 2 in/5 cm long and 1/2 in/12 mm deep along
the bottom edge of the pretzel, to give it an authentic look. Repeat with the remaining dough
portions.3. Preheat the oven to 375°F/190°C. Line a large sheet pan with parchment paper and
coat the paper with nonstick cooking spray.4. To make the lye dip, in a medium bowl, combine



the lye and cold water and stir to dissolve the lye.5. One at a time, fully submerge the pretzels in
the lye solution, then transfer them to the prepared sheet pan. Let the pretzels rise until they are
almost doubled in volume, 10 to 15 minutes.6. Sprinkle the pretzels generously with topping (if
using); otherwise sprinkle with salt. Bake the pretzels, rotating the pan back to front at the
halfway point to ensure even baking, until the tops are evenly dark golden brown, 10 to 15
minutes. Let the pretzels cool on the pan for at least 10 minutes before serving. The pretzels
taste best the day they are baked. Any leftovers can be saved for making croutons.NOTE: We
weigh all of the ingredients in this recipe in grams (except for the water for the lye dip), due to the
precision necessary in baking. For the best results, use a digital scale.BAVARIAN
PRETZELSLAUGENBREZELOUR AT-HOME QUEST to make the perfect Bavarian
Laugenbrezel, or soft pretzel, which took place long before Brauhaus Schmitz opened,
stretched out over the course of a year. Every Sunday, we would experiment with different
recipes, never quite nailing the unmistakable balance—crusty outside, soft inside, both sweet
and salty—that we desired. Finally, after dozens of stutter starts, we nailed it. Combining bread
flour and all-purpose flour helped achieve the correct texture, while a traditional lye dip (wear
gloves and don’t worry, as it won’t be like when Tyler burned Jack’s hands with the stuff in Fight
Club), helped with that elusive pretzel chew. We love them at t2e restaurant, and it seems others
agree—in 2010, this pretzel won Best of Philly in Philadelphia magazine, and we serve about
fifteen thousand of them a year.You can shape these pretzels in a variety of ways, such as long
sticks, rolls, or the traditional crossed-armed, or symmetrical looped form, which is described
here. Serve the pretzels plain or with butter, whole-grain mustard, cheeses, and/or cold meats,
and, of course, with a good lager.INGREDIENTS (MAKES 4 TO 6 PRETZELS)235 g room-
temperature water5 g sugar35 g unsalted butter55 g buttermilk30 g fresh yeast130 g bread
flour430 g all-purpose flour, plus more for dusting5 g kosher saltNonstick cooking spray for
preparing the panLYE DIP15 g food-grade lye2 cups/480 ml cold waterEverything Pretzel
Topping (recipe follows; optional)Kosher salt (optional)1. In a stand mixer fitted with the dough
hook, combine the room-temperature water, sugar, butter, and buttermilk, then crumble in the
yeast. Mix on low speed until the yeast has dissolved. The butter will still be chunky. Add the
bread flour and all-purpose flour and continue to mix on low speed until the dough starts to
come together in a shaggy mass, about 1 minute. Add the salt, increase the mixer speed to
medium, and knead the dough until it looks dense and is moist and smooth, 5 to 7 minutes.2.
Cut the dough into four to six equal portions. Lightly dust a work surface with all-purpose flour
and put one portion of the dough on the floured surface. Using your palms in a back-and-forth
motion, roll the dough into a rope about 24 in/61 cm long and 3/4 in/2 cm thick. Keeping the
center of the rope on the work surface, pick up one end with each hand and cross one end over
the other to form a loose loop, then twist the ends around each other once. Now, fold the twisted
ends over the opposite end of the loop, then attach one end to each side of the loop. If desired,
using the tip of a paring knife, make a slash about 2 in/5 cm long and 1/2 in/12 mm deep along
the bottom edge of the pretzel, to give it an authentic look. Repeat with the remaining dough



portions.3. Preheat the oven to 375°F/190°C. Line a large sheet pan with parchment paper and
coat the paper with nonstick cooking spray.4. To make the lye dip, in a medium bowl, combine
the lye and cold water and stir to dissolve the lye.5. One at a time, fully submerge the pretzels in
the lye solution, then transfer them to the prepared sheet pan. Let the pretzels rise until they are
almost doubled in volume, 10 to 15 minutes.6. Sprinkle the pretzels generously with topping (if
using); otherwise sprinkle with salt. Bake the pretzels, rotating the pan back to front at the
halfway point to ensure even baking, until the tops are evenly dark golden brown, 10 to 15
minutes. Let the pretzels cool on the pan for at least 10 minutes before serving. The pretzels
taste best the day they are baked. Any leftovers can be saved for making croutons.NOTE: We
weigh all of the ingredients in this recipe in grams (except for the water for the lye dip), due to the
precision necessary in baking. For the best results, use a digital scale.EVERYTHING PRETZEL
TOPPINGINGREDIENTS (MAKES ENOUGH FOR 4 TO 6 PRETZELS)1 tbsp dried onion
flakes1 tbsp dried garlic flakes (not granulated or powder)1/2 tsp anise seed1 tsp dill seeds1/2
tsp black pepper1 tbsp poppy seeds1 tbsp sesame seeds1 tbsp coarse saltIn a spice grinder,
combine the onion flakes, garlic flakes, anise seed, dill seeds, and pepper and pulse until
coarsely ground. Pour into a small bowl and stir in the poppy seeds, sesame seeds, and
salt.EVERYTHING PRETZEL TOPPINGINGREDIENTS (MAKES ENOUGH FOR 4 TO 6
PRETZELS)1 tbsp dried onion flakes1 tbsp dried garlic flakes (not granulated or powder)1/2 tsp
anise seed1 tsp dill seeds1/2 tsp black pepper1 tbsp poppy seeds1 tbsp sesame seeds1 tbsp
coarse saltIn a spice grinder, combine the onion flakes, garlic flakes, anise seed, dill seeds, and
pepper and pulse until coarsely ground. Pour into a small bowl and stir in the poppy seeds,
sesame seeds, and salt.EVERYTHING PRETZEL TOPPINGINGREDIENTS (MAKES ENOUGH
FOR 4 TO 6 PRETZELS)1 tbsp dried onion flakes1 tbsp dried garlic flakes (not granulated or
powder)1/2 tsp anise seed1 tsp dill seeds1/2 tsp black pepper1 tbsp poppy seeds1 tbsp
sesame seeds1 tbsp coarse saltIn a spice grinder, combine the onion flakes, garlic flakes, anise
seed, dill seeds, and pepper and pulse until coarsely ground. Pour into a small bowl and stir in
the poppy seeds, sesame seeds, and salt.SOURDOUGH BARLEY BREADWITH SAGE
TOPPINGGERSTENBROTTHE IDEA BEHIND THIS RECIPE was to produce something both
nostalgic and slightly unfamiliar—in other words, something truly new German in approach.
Grains, seeds, and nuts are used in many everyday German breads, which is why barley, given
its essential role in brewing, seemed like a logical inclusion. Before baking, we slather these
hand-formed loaves with a paste of sage, salt, and olive oil, which bakes into a thick crust—
that’s the “unfamiliar” part. Be gentle with the dough; it is folded, never truly kneaded. Its hearty
characteristics can contribute to a dense final product if overworked.You will need a sourdough
starter to make this bread. If you don’t have one on hand, use the White Sourdough Starter
(which, despite the name, is actually a preferment, rather than a starter) on page 24 or purchase
or otherwise acquire a starter of your own. This bread itself is extremely versatile. It can be
served with any of the dishes in this chapter or used for toast or sandwiches.INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 2 MEDIUM-SIZE LOAVES)SPONGE90 g medium rye flour15 g active dry yeast1 g



kosher salt120 g warm water (100°F/38°C)200 g pearl barley655 g water225 g sourdough
starter15 g fresh yeast20 g sugar20 g kosher saltNonstick cooking spray for preparing the
panTOPPING1/2 cup/120 ml olive oil1 tbsp kosher salt2 tbsp finely chopped fresh sage leaves1
cup/240 ml water1. To make the sponge, in a medium bowl, combine the rye flour, active dry
yeast, salt, and warm water and stir until the flour is evenly moistened. Cover loosely with a
kitchen towel and let stand in a warm place for 2 hours.2. Preheat the oven to 375°F/190°C.3.
Spread the barley on a rimmed sheet pan and toast in the oven until golden brown, about 15
minutes. Transfer the barley to a medium saucepan, add 470 g of the water, cover, and bring to a
boil over high heat. Lower the heat to a simmer and cook until almost all of the water is
absorbed, about 30 minutes. Pour the cooked barley onto a sheet pan and let cool completely.4.
In a large bowl, combine the sponge, sourdough starter, cooked barley, the remaining 185 g
water, the fresh yeast, sugar, and salt and mix with a wooden spoon until a soft ball of dough
forms. Cover the bowl with plastic wrap and let the dough rest in a warm area (about 80°F/27°C)
for 11/2 hours. Every 30 minutes, “fold” the dough once: stretch the four corners out and then
rejoin them in the middle.5. Coat a half sheet pan with cooking spray. Remove the dough from
the bowl, divide it in half, and shape each half into a round loaf. Place the loaves on the prepared
sheet pan, spacing them at least 4 in/10 cm apart, cover loosely with a clean kitchen towel, and
refrigerate overnight.6. The next day, place a metal container, such as a baking pan, on the lower
rack in the oven and preheat the oven to 450°F/230°C.7. To make the topping, in a small bowl,
stir together the olive oil, salt, and sage, mixing well.8. Divide the sage mixture in half and
spread evenly over the top of each loaf. Place the sheet pan with the loaves on the middle rack
of the oven, pour the 1 cup/240 ml water into the preheated container on the lower rack, and
quickly close the oven door. Bake for 15 minutes, then lower the heat to 400°F/200°C and
continue to bake until the loaves are dark golden brown and emit a hollow sound when tapped
on the bottom, about 10 minutes longer.9. Transfer the loaves to a wire rack and let cool for at
least 1 hour before serving. Wrap any leftover bread in plastic wrap and store at room
temperature for up to 3 days.NOTE: We weigh all of the ingredients in this recipe in grams
(except the topping ingredients and the water for baking), due to the precision necessary in
baking. For the best results, use a digital scale.SOURDOUGH BARLEY BREADWITH SAGE
TOPPINGGERSTENBROTTHE IDEA BEHIND THIS RECIPE was to produce something both
nostalgic and slightly unfamiliar—in other words, something truly new German in approach.
Grains, seeds, and nuts are used in many everyday German breads, which is why barley, given
its essential role in brewing, seemed like a logical inclusion. Before baking, we slather these
hand-formed loaves with a paste of sage, salt, and olive oil, which bakes into a thick crust—
that’s the “unfamiliar” part. Be gentle with the dough; it is folded, never truly kneaded. Its hearty
characteristics can contribute to a dense final product if overworked.You will need a sourdough
starter to make this bread. If you don’t have one on hand, use the White Sourdough Starter
(which, despite the name, is actually a preferment, rather than a starter) on page 24 or purchase
or otherwise acquire a starter of your own. This bread itself is extremely versatile. It can be



served with any of the dishes in this chapter or used for toast or sandwiches.INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 2 MEDIUM-SIZE LOAVES)SPONGE90 g medium rye flour15 g active dry yeast1 g
kosher salt120 g warm water (100°F/38°C)200 g pearl barley655 g water225 g sourdough
starter15 g fresh yeast20 g sugar20 g kosher saltNonstick cooking spray for preparing the
panTOPPING1/2 cup/120 ml olive oil1 tbsp kosher salt2 tbsp finely chopped fresh sage leaves1
cup/240 ml water1. To make the sponge, in a medium bowl, combine the rye flour, active dry
yeast, salt, and warm water and stir until the flour is evenly moistened. Cover loosely with a
kitchen towel and let stand in a warm place for 2 hours.2. Preheat the oven to 375°F/190°C.3.
Spread the barley on a rimmed sheet pan and toast in the oven until golden brown, about 15
minutes. Transfer the barley to a medium saucepan, add 470 g of the water, cover, and bring to a
boil over high heat. Lower the heat to a simmer and cook until almost all of the water is
absorbed, about 30 minutes. Pour the cooked barley onto a sheet pan and let cool completely.4.
In a large bowl, combine the sponge, sourdough starter, cooked barley, the remaining 185 g
water, the fresh yeast, sugar, and salt and mix with a wooden spoon until a soft ball of dough
forms. Cover the bowl with plastic wrap and let the dough rest in a warm area (about 80°F/27°C)
for 11/2 hours. Every 30 minutes, “fold” the dough once: stretch the four corners out and then
rejoin them in the middle.5. Coat a half sheet pan with cooking spray. Remove the dough from
the bowl, divide it in half, and shape each half into a round loaf. Place the loaves on the prepared
sheet pan, spacing them at least 4 in/10 cm apart, cover loosely with a clean kitchen towel, and
refrigerate overnight.6. The next day, place a metal container, such as a baking pan, on the lower
rack in the oven and preheat the oven to 450°F/230°C.7. To make the topping, in a small bowl,
stir together the olive oil, salt, and sage, mixing well.8. Divide the sage mixture in half and
spread evenly over the top of each loaf. Place the sheet pan with the loaves on the middle rack
of the oven, pour the 1 cup/240 ml water into the preheated container on the lower rack, and
quickly close the oven door. Bake for 15 minutes, then lower the heat to 400°F/200°C and
continue to bake until the loaves are dark golden brown and emit a hollow sound when tapped
on the bottom, about 10 minutes longer.9. Transfer the loaves to a wire rack and let cool for at
least 1 hour before serving. Wrap any leftover bread in plastic wrap and store at room
temperature for up to 3 days.NOTE: We weigh all of the ingredients in this recipe in grams
(except the topping ingredients and the water for baking), due to the precision necessary in
baking. For the best results, use a digital scale.SOURDOUGH BARLEY BREADWITH SAGE
TOPPINGGERSTENBROTTHE IDEA BEHIND THIS RECIPE was to produce something both
nostalgic and slightly unfamiliar—in other words, something truly new German in approach.
Grains, seeds, and nuts are used in many everyday German breads, which is why barley, given
its essential role in brewing, seemed like a logical inclusion. Before baking, we slather these
hand-formed loaves with a paste of sage, salt, and olive oil, which bakes into a thick crust—
that’s the “unfamiliar” part. Be gentle with the dough; it is folded, never truly kneaded. Its hearty
characteristics can contribute to a dense final product if overworked.You will need a sourdough
starter to make this bread. If you don’t have one on hand, use the White Sourdough Starter



(which, despite the name, is actually a preferment, rather than a starter) on page 24 or purchase
or otherwise acquire a starter of your own. This bread itself is extremely versatile. It can be
served with any of the dishes in this chapter or used for toast or sandwiches.INGREDIENTS
(MAKES 2 MEDIUM-SIZE LOAVES)SPONGE90 g medium rye flour15 g active dry yeast1 g
kosher salt120 g warm water (100°F/38°C)200 g pearl barley655 g water225 g sourdough
starter15 g fresh yeast20 g sugar20 g kosher saltNonstick cooking spray for preparing the
panTOPPING1/2 cup/120 ml olive oil1 tbsp kosher salt2 tbsp finely chopped fresh sage leaves1
cup/240 ml water1. To make the sponge, in a medium bowl, combine the rye flour, active dry
yeast, salt, and warm water and stir until the flour is evenly moistened. Cover loosely with a
kitchen towel and let stand in a warm place for 2 hours.2. Preheat the oven to 375°F/190°C.3.
Spread the barley on a rimmed sheet pan and toast in the oven until golden brown, about 15
minutes. Transfer the barley to a medium saucepan, add 470 g of the water, cover, and bring to a
boil over high heat. Lower the heat to a simmer and cook until almost all of the water is
absorbed, about 30 minutes. Pour the cooked barley onto a sheet pan and let cool completely.4.
In a large bowl, combine the sponge, sourdough starter, cooked barley, the remaining 185 g
water, the fresh yeast, sugar, and salt and mix with a wooden spoon until a soft ball of dough
forms. Cover the bowl with plastic wrap and let the dough rest in a warm area (about 80°F/27°C)
for 11/2 hours. Every 30 minutes, “fold” the dough once: stretch the four corners out and then
rejoin them in the middle.5. Coat a half sheet pan with cooking spray. Remove the dough from
the bowl, divide it in half, and shape each half into a round loaf. Place the loaves on the prepared
sheet pan, spacing them at least 4 in/10 cm apart, cover loosely with a clean kitchen towel, and
refrigerate overnight.6. The next day, place a metal container, such as a baking pan, on the lower
rack in the oven and preheat the oven to 450°F/230°C.7. To make the topping, in a small bowl,
stir together the olive oil, salt, and sage, mixing well.8. Divide the sage mixture in half and
spread evenly over the top of each loaf. Place the sheet pan with the loaves on the middle rack
of the oven, pour the 1 cup/240 ml water into the preheated container on the lower rack, and
quickly close the oven door. Bake for 15 minutes, then lower the heat to 400°F/200°C and
continue to bake until the loaves are dark golden brown and emit a hollow sound when tapped
on the bottom, about 10 minutes longer.9. Transfer the loaves to a wire rack and let cool for at
least 1 hour before serving. Wrap any leftover bread in plastic wrap and store at room
temperature for up to 3 days.NOTE: We weigh all of the ingredients in this recipe in grams
(except the topping ingredients and the water for baking), due to the precision necessary in
baking. For the best results, use a digital scale.WHITE SOURDOUGH STARTERTHIS RECIPE
is more of a simple preferment, ready in one or two days, than a starter, which is traditionally
made by alternately discarding a portion of the water-flour mixture and feeding it with more water
and flour over the course of several days. You will end up with more than you need for the barley
bread on page 22 and just the amount you need for the flaxseed bread on the facing page. Any
excess can be discarded.INGREDIENTS (MAKES ABOUT 540 G)2 cups/480 ml water2
cups/280 g bread flourIn a glass bowl or other nonreactive container, stir together the water and



flour until well mixed. Cover loosely with a clean kitchen towel and let stand at warm room
temperature for 24 hours. At this point, check the mixture to see if bubbles have begun to form. If
they have, and the mixture smells sour, it is ready to use. If it does not smell sour, leave it out at
room temperature for another 24 hours, then use.WHITE SOURDOUGH STARTERTHIS
RECIPE is more of a simple preferment, ready in one or two days, than a starter, which is
traditionally made by alternately discarding a portion of the water-flour mixture and feeding it
with more water and flour over the course of several days. You will end up with more than you
need for the barley bread on page 22 and just the amount you need for the flaxseed bread on
the facing page. Any excess can be discarded.INGREDIENTS (MAKES ABOUT 540 G)2
cups/480 ml water2 cups/280 g bread flourIn a glass bowl or other nonreactive container, stir
together the water and flour until well mixed. Cover loosely with a clean kitchen towel and let
stand at warm room temperature for 24 hours. At this point, check the mixture to see if bubbles
have begun to form. If they have, and the mixture smells sour, it is ready to use. If it does not
smell sour, leave it out at room temperature for another 24 hours, then use.WHITE
SOURDOUGH STARTERTHIS RECIPE is more of a simple preferment, ready in one or two
days, than a starter, which is traditionally made by alternately discarding a portion of the water-
flour mixture and feeding it with more water and flour over the course of several days. You will
end up with more than you need for the barley bread on page 22 and just the amount you need
for the flaxseed bread on the facing page. Any excess can be discarded.INGREDIENTS
(MAKES ABOUT 540 G)2 cups/480 ml water2 cups/280 g bread flourIn a glass bowl or other
nonreactive container, stir together the water and flour until well mixed. Cover loosely with a
clean kitchen towel and let stand at warm room temperature for 24 hours. At this point, check the
mixture to see if bubbles have begun to form. If they have, and the mixture smells sour, it is ready
to use. If it does not smell sour, leave it out at room temperature for another 24 hours, then
use.GOLDEN FLAXSEED MIXED BREADLEINSAMEN MISCHBROTMISCHBROT MEANS
“MIXED BREAD” and refers to the use of multiple flours to create a desired flavor and texture
profile. Our Mischbrot uses spelt, rye, oat, and wheat flours, plus golden flaxseeds. It is a good
choice for health-conscious people who still want to enjoy bread, because the flour blend
provides an abundance of vitamins, minerals, fiber, proteins, and complex carbohydrates. If we
were asked to recommend a “daily bread” to eat with just about everything, this would be it. You
can use it for toast and sandwiches and for topping with spreads and cured
meats.INGREDIENTS (MAKES 2 MEDIUM-SIZE LOAVES)MASH480 g whole milk5 g sugar5 g
salt100 g oat flour540 g White Sourdough Starter (facing page)100 g spelt flour510 g bread
flour90 g medium rye flour17 g kosher salt20 g fresh yeast30 g golden flaxseeds40 g malt
powder235 g waterCanola oil for oiling the bowlNonstick cooking spray for preparing the pan1
cup/240 ml water1. To make the mash, in a small saucepan, combine the milk, sugar, and salt
over high heat. Bring to a boil and remove from the heat. Pour in the oat flour and stir until the
flour is evenly moistened. Let sit just until the milk is absorbed.2. In a large bowl, combine the
mash, sourdough starter, spelt flour, bread flour, rye flour, salt, yeast, flaxseeds, malt powder,



and water and stir with a wooden spoon until mixed. Then, using your hands, knead the mixture
in the bowl until a soft ball of dough forms.3. Oil a large bowl. Transfer the ball of dough to the
oiled bowl, turn the dough to coat with the oil, and cover the bowl with plastic wrap. Place the
bowl in a warm area until the dough almost doubles in volume, about 1 hour.4. Punch the dough
down in the bowl and then fold it onto itself. Re-cover the bowl and let the dough rise again until
it doubles in volume, about 30 minutes. Repeat punching down the dough, folding it, and letting
it rise again two more times.5. Coat a half sheet pan with cooking spray. Remove the dough from
the bowl, divide it in half, and shape each half into a round loaf. Place the loaves on the prepared
sheet, spacing them at least 4 in/10 cm apart, cover loosely with a clean kitchen towel, and
refrigerate overnight.6. The next day, place a metal container, such as a baking pan, on the lower
rack in the oven and preheat the oven to 450°F/230°C.7. Place the sheet pan with the loaves on
the middle rack of the oven, pour the 1 cup/240 ml water into the heated container on the lower
rack, and quickly close the oven door. Bake until the loaves are dark golden brown and emit a
hollow sound when tapped on the bottom, about 30 minutes.8. Transfer the loaves to a wire rack
and let cool for at least 1 hour before serving. Wrap any leftover bread in plastic wrap and store
at room temperature for up to 24 hours; then refrigerate for up to 1 week.NOTE: We weigh all of
the ingredients in this recipe in grams (except for the water for baking), due to the precision
necessary in baking. For the best results, use a digital scale.GOLDEN FLAXSEED MIXED
BREADLEINSAMEN MISCHBROTMISCHBROT MEANS “MIXED BREAD” and refers to the use
of multiple flours to create a desired flavor and texture profile. Our Mischbrot uses spelt, rye, oat,
and wheat flours, plus golden flaxseeds. It is a good choice for health-conscious people who still
want to enjoy bread, because the flour blend provides an abundance of vitamins, minerals, fiber,
proteins, and complex carbohydrates. If we were asked to recommend a “daily bread” to eat with
just about everything, this would be it. You can use it for toast and sandwiches and for topping
with spreads and cured meats.INGREDIENTS (MAKES 2 MEDIUM-SIZE LOAVES)MASH480 g
whole milk5 g sugar5 g salt100 g oat flour540 g White Sourdough Starter (facing page)100 g
spelt flour510 g bread flour90 g medium rye flour17 g kosher salt20 g fresh yeast30 g golden
flaxseeds40 g malt powder235 g waterCanola oil for oiling the bowlNonstick cooking spray for
preparing the pan1 cup/240 ml water1. To make the mash, in a small saucepan, combine the
milk, sugar, and salt over high heat. Bring to a boil and remove from the heat. Pour in the oat
flour and stir until the flour is evenly moistened. Let sit just until the milk is absorbed.2. In a large
bowl, combine the mash, sourdough starter, spelt flour, bread flour, rye flour, salt, yeast,
flaxseeds, malt powder, and water and stir with a wooden spoon until mixed. Then, using your
hands, knead the mixture in the bowl until a soft ball of dough forms.3. Oil a large bowl. Transfer
the ball of dough to the oiled bowl, turn the dough to coat with the oil, and cover the bowl with
plastic wrap. Place the bowl in a warm area until the dough almost doubles in volume, about 1
hour.4. Punch the dough down in the bowl and then fold it onto itself. Re-cover the bowl and let
the dough rise again until it doubles in volume, about 30 minutes. Repeat punching down the
dough, folding it, and letting it rise again two more times.5. Coat a half sheet pan with cooking



spray. Remove the dough from the bowl, divide it in half, and shape each half into a round loaf.
Place the loaves on the prepared sheet, spacing them at least 4 in/10 cm apart, cover loosely
with a clean kitchen towel, and refrigerate overnight.6. The next day, place a metal container,
such as a baking pan, on the lower rack in the oven and preheat the oven to 450°F/230°C.7.
Place the sheet pan with the loaves on the middle rack of the oven, pour the 1 cup/240 ml water
into the heated container on the lower rack, and quickly close the oven door. Bake until the
loaves are dark golden brown and emit a hollow sound when tapped on the bottom, about 30
minutes.8. Transfer the loaves to a wire rack and let cool for at least 1 hour before serving. Wrap
any leftover bread in plastic wrap and store at room temperature for up to 24 hours; then
refrigerate for up to 1 week.NOTE: We weigh all of the ingredients in this recipe in grams (except
for the water for baking), due to the precision necessary in baking. For the best results, use a
digital scale.GOLDEN FLAXSEED MIXED BREADLEINSAMEN MISCHBROTMISCHBROT
MEANS “MIXED BREAD” and refers to the use of multiple flours to create a desired flavor and
texture profile. Our Mischbrot uses spelt, rye, oat, and wheat flours, plus golden flaxseeds. It is a
good choice for health-conscious people who still want to enjoy bread, because the flour blend
provides an abundance of vitamins, minerals, fiber, proteins, and complex carbohydrates. If we
were asked to recommend a “daily bread” to eat with just about everything, this would be it. You
can use it for toast and sandwiches and for topping with spreads and cured
meats.INGREDIENTS (MAKES 2 MEDIUM-SIZE LOAVES)MASH480 g whole milk5 g sugar5 g
salt100 g oat flour540 g White Sourdough Starter (facing page)100 g spelt flour510 g bread
flour90 g medium rye flour17 g kosher salt20 g fresh yeast30 g golden flaxseeds40 g malt
powder235 g waterCanola oil for oiling the bowlNonstick cooking spray for preparing the pan1
cup/240 ml water1. To make the mash, in a small saucepan, combine the milk, sugar, and salt
over high heat. Bring to a boil and remove from the heat. Pour in the oat flour and stir until the
flour is evenly moistened. Let sit just until the milk is absorbed.2. In a large bowl, combine the
mash, sourdough starter, spelt flour, bread flour, rye flour, salt, yeast, flaxseeds, malt powder,
and water and stir with a wooden spoon until mixed. Then, using your hands, knead the mixture
in the bowl until a soft ball of dough forms.3. Oil a large bowl. Transfer the ball of dough to the
oiled bowl, turn the dough to coat with the oil, and cover the bowl with plastic wrap. Place the
bowl in a warm area until the dough almost doubles in volume, about 1 hour.4. Punch the dough
down in the bowl and then fold it onto itself. Re-cover the bowl and let the dough rise again until
it doubles in volume, about 30 minutes. Repeat punching down the dough, folding it, and letting
it rise again two more times.5. Coat a half sheet pan with cooking spray. Remove the dough from
the bowl, divide it in half, and shape each half into a round loaf. Place the loaves on the prepared
sheet, spacing them at least 4 in/10 cm apart, cover loosely with a clean kitchen towel, and
refrigerate overnight.6. The next day, place a metal container, such as a baking pan, on the lower
rack in the oven and preheat the oven to 450°F/230°C.7. Place the sheet pan with the loaves on
the middle rack of the oven, pour the 1 cup/240 ml water into the heated container on the lower
rack, and quickly close the oven door. Bake until the loaves are dark golden brown and emit a



hollow sound when tapped on the bottom, about 30 minutes.8. Transfer the loaves to a wire rack
and let cool for at least 1 hour before serving. Wrap any leftover bread in plastic wrap and store
at room temperature for up to 24 hours; then refrigerate for up to 1 week.NOTE: We weigh all of
the ingredients in this recipe in grams (except for the water for baking), due to the precision
necessary in baking. For the best results, use a digital scale.CRISPY SAUERKRAUT
FRITTERSSAUERKRAUT KROKETTENIF YOU KNOW PEOPLE who say they do not like
sauerkraut, get them to try one of these fritters. Jeremy’s parents always prepared these
Kroketten for parties when Jeremy was a child. Smoked sausage, bacon, and kraut in a crunchy
fried shell, dipped in a sweet-and-spicy mustard sauce—it is difficult to think of a better item for
Brotzeit, especially if beer is involved. Bauernwurst, or “peasant’s sausage,” is a coarsely
textured, richly seasoned smoked pork sausage that is commonly grilled and served in a bun or
alongside salad or sauerkraut. These fritters also hold up well at room temperature, making
them ideal for serving as hors d’oeuvres.INGREDIENTS (SERVES 4 TO 6)FILLING4 slices thick-
cut bacon, finely diced1 Bauernwurst, kielbasa, or other smoked sausage, about 6 oz/170 g,
finely diced1 lb/455 g sauerkraut, homemade (see page 194) or store-bought, drained1 cup/80
g panko bread crumbs1 cup/105 g grated Emmentaler, Gruyère, or Swiss cheese2 eggs, lightly
beaten2 tbsp Löwensenf or Dijon spicy mustard11/2 cups/210 g all-purpose flour1/2 tsp salt1/4
tsp freshly ground black pepper3 eggs11/2 cups/120 g panko bread crumbsCanola oil for deep-
frying1 cup/240 ml mayonnaise2 tbsp honey1/2 cup/120 ml whole-grain mustard, homemade
(see page 196) or store-bought1. To make the filling, in a medium frying pan, cook the bacon
and sausage over medium heat, stirring occasionally, until the bacon is crisp but not too dark
and the sausage is lightly browned, about 5 minutes. Remove the pan from the heat and let the
contents cool completely. Save the rendered fat that remains in the pan along with the meat (the
fat will add flavor).2. In a large bowl, combine the sauerkraut, bread crumbs, cheese, eggs, and
mustard and mix well. Add the bacon, sausage, and rendered fat to the bowl and mix well. The
mixture should be a little firm or the fritters will fall apart during cooking. (If it is too loose, mix in
additional bread crumbs as needed to achieve a tight consistency.)3. Have ready a large plate or
sheet pan. In a medium bowl, stir together the flour, salt, and pepper. In a second medium bowl,
beat the eggs until blended. Put the bread crumbs in a third medium bowl. Using your hands,
shape the filling mixture into balls slightly larger than a golf ball and pass them, one at a time,
through each bowl: dredge evenly in flour, shaking off the excess; coat with egg, allowing the
excess to drip off; and, finally, coat with bread crumbs, again shaking off the excess. As each
fritter is breaded, set it on the plate. When all of the fritters are coated, cover and refrigerate
overnight. The colder the fritters are, the better they will fry.4. The next day, pour the canola oil to
a depth of 3 in/7.5 cm into a Dutch oven or small stockpot and heat to 350°F/180°C. (If you don’t
have a thermometer, drop a pinch of bread crumbs into the oil. If the crumbs sizzle immediately,
the oil is ready.) Line a large plate with paper towels.5. Working in small batches to avoiding
crowding, carefully add the cold fritters, one at a time, to the hot oil and fry until golden brown, 5
to 6 minutes. Using a slotted spoon, transfer the fritters to the towel-lined plate to drain and place



in a warm oven. Repeat with the remaining fritters.6. While the fritters are frying, in a small bowl,
stir together the mayonnaise, honey, and mustard, mixing well, to use as a dipping sauce.7.
Arrange the fritters on a platter and serve with the mustard.CRISPY SAUERKRAUT
FRITTERSSAUERKRAUT KROKETTENIF YOU KNOW PEOPLE who say they do not like
sauerkraut, get them to try one of these fritters. Jeremy’s parents always prepared these
Kroketten for parties when Jeremy was a child. Smoked sausage, bacon, and kraut in a crunchy
fried shell, dipped in a sweet-and-spicy mustard sauce—it is difficult to think of a better item for
Brotzeit, especially if beer is involved. Bauernwurst, or “peasant’s sausage,” is a coarsely
textured, richly seasoned smoked pork sausage that is commonly grilled and served in a bun or
alongside salad or sauerkraut. These fritters also hold up well at room temperature, making
them ideal for serving as hors d’oeuvres.INGREDIENTS (SERVES 4 TO 6)FILLING4 slices thick-
cut bacon, finely diced1 Bauernwurst, kielbasa, or other smoked sausage, about 6 oz/170 g,
finely diced1 lb/455 g sauerkraut, homemade (see page 194) or store-bought, drained1 cup/80
g panko bread crumbs1 cup/105 g grated Emmentaler, Gruyère, or Swiss cheese2 eggs, lightly
beaten2 tbsp Löwensenf or Dijon spicy mustard11/2 cups/210 g all-purpose flour1/2 tsp salt1/4
tsp freshly ground black pepper3 eggs11/2 cups/120 g panko bread crumbsCanola oil for deep-
frying1 cup/240 ml mayonnaise2 tbsp honey1/2 cup/120 ml whole-grain mustard, homemade
(see page 196) or store-bought1. To make the filling, in a medium frying pan, cook the bacon
and sausage over medium heat, stirring occasionally, until the bacon is crisp but not too dark
and the sausage is lightly browned, about 5 minutes. Remove the pan from the heat and let the
contents cool completely. Save the rendered fat that remains in the pan along with the meat (the
fat will add flavor).2. In a large bowl, combine the sauerkraut, bread crumbs, cheese, eggs, and
mustard and mix well. Add the bacon, sausage, and rendered fat to the bowl and mix well. The
mixture should be a little firm or the fritters will fall apart during cooking. (If it is too loose, mix in
additional bread crumbs as needed to achieve a tight consistency.)3. Have ready a large plate or
sheet pan. In a medium bowl, stir together the flour, salt, and pepper. In a second medium bowl,
beat the eggs until blended. Put the bread crumbs in a third medium bowl. Using your hands,
shape the filling mixture into balls slightly larger than a golf ball and pass them, one at a time,
through each bowl: dredge evenly in flour, shaking off the excess; coat with egg, allowing the
excess to drip off; and, finally, coat with bread crumbs, again shaking off the excess. As each
fritter is breaded, set it on the plate. When all of the fritters are coated, cover and refrigerate
overnight. The colder the fritters are, the better they will fry.4. The next day, pour the canola oil to
a depth of 3 in/7.5 cm into a Dutch oven or small stockpot and heat to 350°F/180°C. (If you don’t
have a thermometer, drop a pinch of bread crumbs into the oil. If the crumbs sizzle immediately,
the oil is ready.) Line a large plate with paper towels.5. Working in small batches to avoiding
crowding, carefully add the cold fritters, one at a time, to the hot oil and fry until golden brown, 5
to 6 minutes. Using a slotted spoon, transfer the fritters to the towel-lined plate to drain and place
in a warm oven. Repeat with the remaining fritters.6. While the fritters are frying, in a small bowl,
stir together the mayonnaise, honey, and mustard, mixing well, to use as a dipping sauce.7.



Arrange the fritters on a platter and serve with the mustard.CRISPY SAUERKRAUT
FRITTERSSAUERKRAUT KROKETTENIF YOU KNOW PEOPLE who say they do not like
sauerkraut, get them to try one of these fritters. Jeremy’s parents always prepared these
Kroketten for parties when Jeremy was a child. Smoked sausage, bacon, and kraut in a crunchy
fried shell, dipped in a sweet-and-spicy mustard sauce—it is difficult to think of a better item for
Brotzeit, especially if beer is involved. Bauernwurst, or “peasant’s sausage,” is a coarsely
textured, richly seasoned smoked pork sausage that is commonly grilled and served in a bun or
alongside salad or sauerkraut. These fritters also hold up well at room temperature, making
them ideal for serving as hors d’oeuvres.INGREDIENTS (SERVES 4 TO 6)FILLING4 slices thick-
cut bacon, finely diced1 Bauernwurst, kielbasa, or other smoked sausage, about 6 oz/170 g,
finely diced1 lb/455 g sauerkraut, homemade (see page 194) or store-bought, drained1 cup/80
g panko bread crumbs1 cup/105 g grated Emmentaler, Gruyère, or Swiss cheese2 eggs, lightly
beaten2 tbsp Löwensenf or Dijon spicy mustard11/2 cups/210 g all-purpose flour1/2 tsp salt1/4
tsp freshly ground black pepper3 eggs11/2 cups/120 g panko bread crumbsCanola oil for deep-
frying1 cup/240 ml mayonnaise2 tbsp honey1/2 cup/120 ml whole-grain mustard, homemade
(see page 196) or store-bought1. To make the filling, in a medium frying pan, cook the bacon
and sausage over medium heat, stirring occasionally, until the bacon is crisp but not too dark
and the sausage is lightly browned, about 5 minutes. Remove the pan from the heat and let the
contents cool completely. Save the rendered fat that remains in the pan along with the meat (the
fat will add flavor).2. In a large bowl, combine the sauerkraut, bread crumbs, cheese, eggs, and
mustard and mix well. Add the bacon, sausage, and rendered fat to the bowl and mix well. The
mixture should be a little firm or the fritters will fall apart during cooking. (If it is too loose, mix in
additional bread crumbs as needed to achieve a tight consistency.)3. Have ready a large plate or
sheet pan. In a medium bowl, stir together the flour, salt, and pepper. In a second medium bowl,
beat the eggs until blended. Put the bread crumbs in a third medium bowl. Using your hands,
shape the filling mixture into balls slightly larger than a golf ball and pass them, one at a time,
through each bowl: dredge evenly in flour, shaking off the excess; coat with egg, allowing the
excess to drip off; and, finally, coat with bread crumbs, again shaking off the excess. As each
fritter is breaded, set it on the plate. When all of the fritters are coated, cover and refrigerate
overnight. The colder the fritters are, the better they will fry.4. The next day, pour the canola oil to
a depth of 3 in/7.5 cm into a Dutch oven or small stockpot and heat to 350°F/180°C. (If you don’t
have a thermometer, drop a pinch of bread crumbs into the oil. If the crumbs sizzle immediately,
the oil is ready.) Line a large plate with paper towels.5. Working in small batches to avoiding
crowding, carefully add the cold fritters, one at a time, to the hot oil and fry until golden brown, 5
to 6 minutes. Using a slotted spoon, transfer the fritters to the towel-lined plate to drain and place
in a warm oven. Repeat with the remaining fritters.6. While the fritters are frying, in a small bowl,
stir together the mayonnaise, honey, and mustard, mixing well, to use as a dipping sauce.7.
Arrange the fritters on a platter and serve with the mustard.GREEN ASPARAGUS AND AGED
GOUDA DIPSPARGELAUFSTRICHTHIS CROWD-PLEASER takes asparagus, one of



Germany’s most commonly prepared vegetables, and marries it with a pair of cheeses: cream
cheese for the base, then salty, savory aged Gouda for flavor. We like to use Dutch-made Prima
Donna, a cheese that marries the best qualities of Parmesan and Gruyère, in place of the
standard Gouda. The dip can be served hot or at room temperature.INGREDIENTS (SERVES 4
TO 6)1 tbsp canola oil1 tbsp unsalted butter1 lb/455 g green asparagus, tough ends trimmed
and spears cut crosswise into 1-in/2.5-cm pieces4 shallots, sliced4 garlic cloves, minced1/2
cup/120 ml RieslingJuice of 1 lemon1 tsp finely chopped fresh thyme1 tsp finely chopped fresh
marjoram1 tsp kosher salt1/4 tsp freshly ground black pepper8 oz/225 g cream cheese, at room
temperature1/4 cup/60 ml mayonnaise3 oz/85 g aged Gouda or Prima Donna cheese,
gratedRye or sourdough bread for serving1. In a medium frying pan, heat the canola oil and
butter over medium-high heat. When hot, add the asparagus and cook, stirring occasionally, for
4 minutes. Add the shallots and garlic and cook and stir until the shallots and garlic are lightly
browned, about 3 minutes longer. Pour in the Riesling and lemon juice and cook until the liquid is
reduced by half, about 4 minutes. Add the thyme, marjoram, salt, and pepper and stir well.
Remove the pan from the heat and transfer the mixture to a medium bowl.2. Preheat the oven to
400°F/200°C. Have ready a 2-qt/2-L baking dish.3. In a stand mixer fitted with the paddle
attachment, combine the cream cheese, mayonnaise, and Gouda and beat on medium speed
until completely combined. Remove the bowl from the mixer stand and fold the asparagus
mixture into the cheese mixture with a rubber spatula until evenly combined. Transfer the mixture
to the baking dish.4. Bake until golden brown on top, about 15 minutes. Remove from the oven
and let cool for at least 10 minutes before serving. Accompany with rye bread.GREEN
ASPARAGUS AND AGED GOUDA DIPSPARGELAUFSTRICHTHIS CROWD-PLEASER takes
asparagus, one of Germany’s most commonly prepared vegetables, and marries it with a pair of
cheeses: cream cheese for the base, then salty, savory aged Gouda for flavor. We like to use
Dutch-made Prima Donna, a cheese that marries the best qualities of Parmesan and Gruyère, in
place of the standard Gouda. The dip can be served hot or at room temperature.INGREDIENTS
(SERVES 4 TO 6)1 tbsp canola oil1 tbsp unsalted butter1 lb/455 g green asparagus, tough ends
trimmed and spears cut crosswise into 1-in/2.5-cm pieces4 shallots, sliced4 garlic cloves,
minced1/2 cup/120 ml RieslingJuice of 1 lemon1 tsp finely chopped fresh thyme1 tsp finely
chopped fresh marjoram1 tsp kosher salt1/4 tsp freshly ground black pepper8 oz/225 g cream
cheese, at room temperature1/4 cup/60 ml mayonnaise3 oz/85 g aged Gouda or Prima Donna
cheese, gratedRye or sourdough bread for serving1. In a medium frying pan, heat the canola oil
and butter over medium-high heat. When hot, add the asparagus and cook, stirring occasionally,
for 4 minutes. Add the shallots and garlic and cook and stir until the shallots and garlic are lightly
browned, about 3 minutes longer. Pour in the Riesling and lemon juice and cook until the liquid is
reduced by half, about 4 minutes. Add the thyme, marjoram, salt, and pepper and stir well.
Remove the pan from the heat and transfer the mixture to a medium bowl.2. Preheat the oven to
400°F/200°C. Have ready a 2-qt/2-L baking dish.3. In a stand mixer fitted with the paddle
attachment, combine the cream cheese, mayonnaise, and Gouda and beat on medium speed



until completely combined. Remove the bowl from the mixer stand and fold the asparagus
mixture into the cheese mixture with a rubber spatula until evenly combined. Transfer the mixture
to the baking dish.4. Bake until golden brown on top, about 15 minutes. Remove from the oven
and let cool for at least 10 minutes before serving. Accompany with rye bread.GREEN
ASPARAGUS AND AGED GOUDA DIPSPARGELAUFSTRICHTHIS CROWD-PLEASER takes
asparagus, one of Germany’s most commonly prepared vegetables, and marries it with a pair of
cheeses: cream cheese for the base, then salty, savory aged Gouda for flavor. We like to use
Dutch-made Prima Donna, a cheese that marries the best qualities of Parmesan and Gruyère, in
place of the standard Gouda. The dip can be served hot or at room temperature.INGREDIENTS
(SERVES 4 TO 6)1 tbsp canola oil1 tbsp unsalted butter1 lb/455 g green asparagus, tough ends
trimmed and spears cut crosswise into 1-in/2.5-cm pieces4 shallots, sliced4 garlic cloves,
minced1/2 cup/120 ml RieslingJuice of 1 lemon1 tsp finely chopped fresh thyme1 tsp finely
chopped fresh marjoram1 tsp kosher salt1/4 tsp freshly ground black pepper8 oz/225 g cream
cheese, at room temperature1/4 cup/60 ml mayonnaise3 oz/85 g aged Gouda or Prima Donna
cheese, gratedRye or sourdough bread for serving1. In a medium frying pan, heat the canola oil
and butter over medium-high heat. When hot, add the asparagus and cook, stirring occasionally,
for 4 minutes. Add the shallots and garlic and cook and stir until the shallots and garlic are lightly
browned, about 3 minutes longer. Pour in the Riesling and lemon juice and cook until the liquid is
reduced by half, about 4 minutes. Add the thyme, marjoram, salt, and pepper and stir well.
Remove the pan from the heat and transfer the mixture to a medium bowl.2. Preheat the oven to
400°F/200°C. Have ready a 2-qt/2-L baking dish.3. In a stand mixer fitted with the paddle
attachment, combine the cream cheese, mayonnaise, and Gouda and beat on medium speed
until completely combined. Remove the bowl from the mixer stand and fold the asparagus
mixture into the cheese mixture with a rubber spatula until evenly combined. Transfer the mixture
to the baking dish.4. Bake until golden brown on top, about 15 minutes. Remove from the oven
and let cool for at least 10 minutes before serving. Accompany with rye bread.HERBED LARD
AND PORK CRACKLINGSGRIEBENSCHMALZBROTGRIEBENSCHMALZ is one of the most
common Brotzeit options in all of Germany, and it’s particularly popular in Bavaria. Here, the
flavor of this already very flavorful pork-fat spread is upped by infusing fresh bay leaves into the
rendered lard before chilling it. If you don’t have the time or space to make your own pork
cracklings, crushed store-bought pork rinds (chicharrones) will work fine. You might be surprised
to find that this snack eats much lighter than it reads on paper. Griebenschmalz also makes a
good accompaniment to any cured-meat spread.INGREDIENTS (SERVES 8)21/2 lb/1.2 kg
fresh pork skin1 lb/455 g lard12 fresh bay leaves, sliced, or 6 dried bay leaves, crushed4 sprigs
fresh marjoram1 tbsp kosher salt1/2 tsp freshly ground black pepperHearty rye bread for
serving1. In a large pot, combine the pork skin with water to cover and bring to a boil over high
heat. Lower the heat to a simmer and continue cooking, uncovered, until the skin is tender and
the tip of a knife can easily be inserted into it, about 1 hour.2. Using a slotted spoon, transfer the
pork skin to a sheet pan and let cool completely. Let the cooking liquid cool to room temperature,



then transfer to a jar or other container, cover, and refrigerate overnight.3. Cut the cooled pork
skin into 1/2-in/12-mm pieces, add to a medium saucepan, and place over medium-high heat.
Cook, stirring occasionally, until the fat has rendered and the pieces are crisp and browned,
about 1 hour. Using a slotted spoon, transfer the cracklings to a heatproof container, let cool,
cover, and refrigerate overnight. Transfer the rendered fat to a separate heatpoof container, let
cool, cover and refrigerate overnight.4. The next day, remove the reserved pork skin cooking
liquid from the refrigerator, scoop off the fat, and put the fat in a medium saucepan. (You can
save the liquid for soup, pâté, or any recipe that calls for a gelatinous stock or aspic.) Add the fat
from cooking the cracklings to the same pan along with the lard and bay leaves. Melt over
medium heat, then cook until the lard is fully infused with the fragrance of bay, about 1 hour.
Remove the pan from the heat and allow the lard to cool slightly, then strain through a fine-mesh
sieve into a heatproof bowl. Discard the bay leaves.5. Add the chopped marjoram and the
cracklings to the lard and mix well. Let cool to room temperature, then cover and refrigerate
overnight before serving.6. Bring the spread to cool room temperature or serve it directly from
the refrigerator. Season it with the salt and pepper and spread on slices of rye to serve.HERBED
LARD AND PORK CRACKLINGSGRIEBENSCHMALZBROTGRIEBENSCHMALZ is one of the
most common Brotzeit options in all of Germany, and it’s particularly popular in Bavaria. Here,
the flavor of this already very flavorful pork-fat spread is upped by infusing fresh bay leaves into
the rendered lard before chilling it. If you don’t have the time or space to make your own pork
cracklings, crushed store-bought pork rinds (chicharrones) will work fine. You might be surprised
to find that this snack eats much lighter than it reads on paper. Griebenschmalz also makes a
good accompaniment to any cured-meat spread.INGREDIENTS (SERVES 8)21/2 lb/1.2 kg
fresh pork skin1 lb/455 g lard12 fresh bay leaves, sliced, or 6 dried bay leaves, crushed4 sprigs
fresh marjoram1 tbsp kosher salt1/2 tsp freshly ground black pepperHearty rye bread for
serving1. In a large pot, combine the pork skin with water to cover and bring to a boil over high
heat. Lower the heat to a simmer and continue cooking, uncovered, until the skin is tender and
the tip of a knife can easily be inserted into it, about 1 hour.2. Using a slotted spoon, transfer the
pork skin to a sheet pan and let cool completely. Let the cooking liquid cool to room temperature,
then transfer to a jar or other container, cover, and refrigerate overnight.3. Cut the cooled pork
skin into 1/2-in/12-mm pieces, add to a medium saucepan, and place over medium-high heat.
Cook, stirring occasionally, until the fat has rendered and the pieces are crisp and browned,
about 1 hour. Using a slotted spoon, transfer the cracklings to a heatproof container, let cool,
cover, and refrigerate overnight. Transfer the rendered fat to a separate heatpoof container, let
cool, cover and refrigerate overnight.4. The next day, remove the reserved pork skin cooking
liquid from the refrigerator, scoop off the fat, and put the fat in a medium saucepan. (You can
save the liquid for soup, pâté, or any recipe that calls for a gelatinous stock or aspic.) Add the fat
from cooking the cracklings to the same pan along with the lard and bay leaves. Melt over
medium heat, then cook until the lard is fully infused with the fragrance of bay, about 1 hour.
Remove the pan from the heat and allow the lard to cool slightly, then strain through a fine-mesh



sieve into a heatproof bowl. Discard the bay leaves.5. Add the chopped marjoram and the
cracklings to the lard and mix well. Let cool to room temperature, then cover and refrigerate
overnight before serving.6. Bring the spread to cool room temperature or serve it directly from
the refrigerator. Season it with the salt and pepper and spread on slices of rye to serve.HERBED
LARD AND PORK CRACKLINGSGRIEBENSCHMALZBROTGRIEBENSCHMALZ is one of the
most common Brotzeit options in all of Germany, and it’s particularly popular in Bavaria. Here,
the flavor of this already very flavorful pork-fat spread is upped by infusing fresh bay leaves into
the rendered lard before chilling it. If you don’t have the time or space to make your own pork
cracklings, crushed store-bought pork rinds (chicharrones) will work fine. You might be surprised
to find that this snack eats much lighter than it reads on paper. Griebenschmalz also makes a
good accompaniment to any cured-meat spread.INGREDIENTS (SERVES 8)21/2 lb/1.2 kg
fresh pork skin1 lb/455 g lard12 fresh bay leaves, sliced, or 6 dried bay leaves, crushed4 sprigs
fresh marjoram1 tbsp kosher salt1/2 tsp freshly ground black pepperHearty rye bread for
serving1. In a large pot, combine the pork skin with water to cover and bring to a boil over high
heat. Lower the heat to a simmer and continue cooking, uncovered, until the skin is tender and
the tip of a knife can easily be inserted into it, about 1 hour.2. Using a slotted spoon, transfer the
pork skin to a sheet pan and let cool completely. Let the cooking liquid cool to room temperature,
then transfer to a jar or other container, cover, and refrigerate overnight.3. Cut the cooled pork
skin into 1/2-in/12-mm pieces, add to a medium saucepan, and place over medium-high heat.
Cook, stirring occasionally, until the fat has rendered and the pieces are crisp and browned,
about 1 hour. Using a slotted spoon, transfer the cracklings to a heatproof container, let cool,
cover, and refrigerate overnight. Transfer the rendered fat to a separate heatpoof container, let
cool, cover and refrigerate overnight.4. The next day, remove the reserved pork skin cooking
liquid from the refrigerator, scoop off the fat, and put the fat in a medium saucepan. (You can
save the liquid for soup, pâté, or any recipe that calls for a gelatinous stock or aspic.) Add the fat
from cooking the cracklings to the same pan along with the lard and bay leaves. Melt over
medium heat, then cook until the lard is fully infused with the fragrance of bay, about 1 hour.
Remove the pan from the heat and allow the lard to cool slightly, then strain through a fine-mesh
sieve into a heatproof bowl. Discard the bay leaves.5. Add the chopped marjoram and the
cracklings to the lard and mix well. Let cool to room temperature, then cover and refrigerate
overnight before serving.6. Bring the spread to cool room temperature or serve it directly from
the refrigerator. Season it with the salt and pepper and spread on slices of rye to serve.SWEET-
AND-SOUR PICKLED TROUT ROLLSFORELLEN ROLLMOPSUNLESS YOU LIVE BY THE
NORTH SEA, high-quality fresh herring, which makes the best Rollmops, is hard to come by.
Instead of using jarred pickled fish (too fishy), we use fresh trout for this version of quick-pickled
fish popular in northern Germany and Scandinavia. Simply roll up each piece of fish, secure the
roll with a toothpick, and leave in brine overnight. The next day, the rolls are ready to eat.SWEET-
AND-SOUR PICKLED TROUT ROLLSFORELLEN ROLLMOPSUNLESS YOU LIVE BY THE
NORTH SEA, high-quality fresh herring, which makes the best Rollmops, is hard to come by.



Instead of using jarred pickled fish (too fishy), we use fresh trout for this version of quick-pickled
fish popular in northern Germany and Scandinavia. Simply roll up each piece of fish, secure the
roll with a toothpick, and leave in brine overnight. The next day, the rolls are ready to eat.SWEET-
AND-SOUR PICKLED TROUT ROLLSFORELLEN ROLLMOPSUNLESS YOU LIVE BY THE
NORTH SEA, high-quality fresh herring, which makes the best Rollmops, is hard to come by.
Instead of using jarred pickled fish (too fishy), we use fresh trout for this version of quick-pickled
fish popular in northern Germany and Scandinavia. Simply roll up each piece of fish, secure the
roll with a toothpick, and leave in brine overnight. The next day, the rolls are ready to eat.

Das Cookbook: German Cooking . . . California Style The German Cookbook: A Complete Guide
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Joe Nyce, “Great book. Great modernized recipes”

Mark Hershberger, “Great cookbook. Excellent and imaginative cookbook using the flavors of
traditional German cooking to create new dishes. Recommended is their chicken brined in
pickle juice.”

NJSharon, “Beautiful book, not the same old recipes.. The book is beautiful. The photos are
appetizing and I look forward to trying the recipes. I have eaten at Brauhaus Schmitz in Philly
and the food was wonderful. I even managed to bring back some of the pretzels home to share
with my family, friends and co-workers. Jessica Nolen's pretzels were named Best of Philly in
Philadelphia magazine. I can't wait to try making them myself along with so many of the other
recipes. It isn't the same old German cookbook that have been published in the past. Jeremy
and Jessica have updated some of the old recipes and I know from eating at the restaurant the
updates are wonderful. Some of the recipes I know I probably won't try, but so many of them
sound so good. I can't wait to get started.”

Beth Groleau, “New German Cooking --- interesting, delicious food at home!. Jeremy and
Jessica Nolen have written a beautiful cookbook. I turn the pages to look at the photos to decide
what to make. Last night I made the Buckwheat Spaetzle from page 168 and then used it for
Spaetzle with Asparagus, Aged Gouda and Ramp-Hazelnut Pesto. I will make the spaetzle
often because it was the best I have ever tasted. The finished asparagus dish was so good that I
will make it again tonight.  I will be cooking often from this book.”

Natalie, “Not what you would expect from a German Cookbook. I love that each recipe comes
with a bit of a story. Recipes are easy to follow but some ingredients may be harder to find that
others unless you have a good German food shop to buy from. Definitely not what people think
of when they picture German cuisine. Have loved ervything I have made so far except the
pumpernickel brownies.”

A. Heeschen, “Nice to see a good modern German cookbook that understands .... We haven't
tried any recipes yet but there are lots that appeal to me. Nice to see a good modern German
cookbook that understands what we have available in our local markets.”

Jane fixsel, “this is a great cookbook. If you are of German Heritage or .... this is a great
cookbook. If you are of German Heritage or just enjoy European cuisine, this is a great item to
add to your collection!! Along with great recipes, it gives you the German pronounciation of
some of Grandma's favorite dishes.  Enjoy!!!”



A. Bell, “A Standout Cookbook. I purchased this book a year and a half ago and have since had
the opportunity to cook a dozen or so recipes. Each recipe I have made has been stellar, with
family and friends raving about what they have just eaten. If you like german food, but find that it
is sometimes a little boring or a little heavy, the recipes in this book will delight you.I do find that
there are sometimes more ingredients in each recipe than I would like, but that is what is
bringing the depth of flavour. Not a book for a beginner cook, but worth the time for everyone
else.”

Judy Krist, “Great German recipes. Great traditional German recipes.”

The book by John Austin has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 73 people have provided feedback.
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